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Abstract
The diversity of sandstones and sandstone properties that exist in nature pose a significant
problem for engineers who deal with these materials, whether in oil well exploration and ex-
ploitation or art and architectural conservation. The solution proposed in this thesis takes a
highly reductionist approach to the problem. Properties of the sandstone material are first
reduced to material invariant properties of the material phases present in sandstone. These
are universal constants which do not vary from one sample to the other. Prom these material
invariants, it is then possible to 'nanoengineer' the properties of a specific sandstone sample
based only on a few easily measured properties - the volume fractions of the material phases.
To help identify material invariant phases and reconstruct microstructure, a multi-scale
think model for sandstone is developed from ESEM images as well as from the results of
mineralogy, grain size, and porosimetry experiments. A nanoindentation campaign is performed
to characterize sandstones at multiple scales and an innovative technique is used to separate the
various indentation responses that can occur on a heterogeneous composite. Material invariant
phase properties are obtained for both the sand grains and the clay minerals. A new technique
for estimating volume fractions of composite materials using nanoindentation is developed and
verified. Clay stiffnesses are found to be highly dependent on microstructure rather than on
mineralogy, and material invariant properties are proposed.
A comparison of models to estimate elastic and poro-elastic properties reveal shortcomings
that motivate the development of a new predictive model. A multi-scale model employing a
self consistent scheme and a double-porosity model is suggested and applied with excellent
results predicting poroelastic properties. This model permits the 'nanoengineering' of a specific
sandstone sample based only on the volume fractions of the material phases.
Thesis Supervisor: Franz-Josef Ulm
Title: Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Industrial Context
Sandstone is a sedimentary rock composed of packed cemented sand grains. The sand grains
are typically quartz (and occasionally feldspar) and the cementing agents include silica, calcites,
and clay minerals [58]. These clay minerals not only cement the grains together, they also fill
and narrow the pore space left between them. The presence of this pore space underlies the
crucial importance of sandstone to the petroleum industry. An abundant and well-connected
pore space, under favorable conditions, is a natural crude oil reservoir. If additional clay is
present, these pores are shrunk and the sandstone plays a role more like shale - a covering rock
over a reservoir below.
Inarguably, sandstones are multiphase and multi-scale material systems. The multiphase
composition of sandstones permanently evolves over various scales of time and length, creating
in the course of this process one of the most heterogeneous classes of materials in existence.
As a result, sandstones of various types will be encountered frequently during the oil well
exploration, drilling, and production processes.
The possibilities resulting from an improved mechanical understanding of sandstone ma-
terials are many. Much exploration work is dependent on the elastic behavior as measured
by various wave propagation techniques [41]. A better understanding of the origin of this
elasticity implies a better understanding and identification of material in the region of measure-
ment. Furthermore, during drilling and production, enhanced knowledge of sandstone strength
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properties may allow more accurate prediction and enhanced prevention of well and reservoir
failure.
1.2 Multi-scale Investigation and Modeling
Modeling the behavior of sandstone has been a research focus for some time (a few examples
include literature from 1955 through 2005 [14], [22], [25], [7]). New experimental techniques,
however, allow us to mechanically probe materials at a smaller scale than ever before. The
results of these small scale measurements may then form the basis of new accurate and flexible
upscaling models. In this report, we quantitatively address the multiphase and multi-scale
nature of sandstone materials and report material phase properties. Using these properties
and sample specific phase volume fractions, quantitative predictive models for poroelastic and
strength properties for any given sandstone sample become possible.
Continuum micromechanics applied to porous materials is the background for much of the
work presented in this study. The underlying idea of continuum micro(poro)mechanics is that
it is possible to separate a heterogeneous material into phases with on-average constant material
properties [64],[75]. A phase, in the sense of continuum micromechanics, is not necessarily a
material phase as defined by physical chemistry such as a specific mineral. It is instead a
material domain that can be identified with on-average constant material properties at a given
scale, so that a continuum mechanics analysis can be performed with some confidence and
accuracy at the considered material scale. Such phases are referred to as microhomogeneous
phases. Provided the existence of such microhomogeneous phases, a combination of novel
nanomechanical testing of materials and upscaling methods is a powerful tool to 'break the code'
of natural composites such as sandstones. This testing allows the identification of material
properties of the microhomogeneous phases. We may then explain, by careful choices of
upscaling methods and input parameters, the macroscopic diversity of 'real life' sandstone
material systems.
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1.3 Research Question/Objectives
Is it possible to break down our understanding of sandstone materials to a scale where constituent
material properties do not change from one sample to another, and reconstruct ('nanoengineer')
the behavior from the nanoscale to the macroscale ? The answer to this general question entails
first a detailed identification and investigation of the length scales present in sandstone materi-
als, and second an investigation of the constituent material properties. With this information
in hand, reconstruction of the microstructure and upscaling of stiffness and strength properties
is a possibility. Not only is it possible to break down our understanding of sandstones and use
this understanding to 'nanoengineer' these materials - the results of such a proposition are in
fact a powerful and useful technique to apply advances in nanoscience to common large scale
engineering applications.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured in two major parts. The first part deals with the experimental work
performed on three sandstone samples of different macroscopic properties. The first chapter
of this part, Chapter 2, presents the results of microscopy investigation, porosimetry experi-
ments, and grain size experiments that allow identification of material phases. These results
are organized by a multi-scale think model that also allows a proper definition of the length
scales to be used in the instrumented indentation experiments. Chapter 3 presents the ex-
perimental nano- and microindentation method employed to assess the material properties of
sandstones. In Chapter 4, the results of nano-indentations are presented. These results in-
clude data from experiments performed on sandstones and sand grains in situ. This chapter
also includes a discussion of these results and an innovative method of analysis tailored to the
highly heterogeneous nature of sandstones. In Chapter 5, a novel technique for reconstruction
of microstructure and estimation of volume fractions from the results of nanoindentation is
presented. Chapter 6 contains the results from micro-indentations and a discussion of their
significance, as well as results of dynamic measurements on the sandstone materials.
The second part of the thesis deals with the poroelastic micromechanical modeling of sand-
stone materials. Chapter 7 introduces existing models that predict sandstone elasticity. A
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discussion of their features and shortcomings motivates the development of a new microme-
chanical model. This new, physically-based predictive model, based on the multi-scale think
model developed in Part I and the concepts of microporomechanics, is developed in Chapter
8. In Chapter 9, the multi-scale homogenization model is calibrated through a reverse analy-
sis to obtain material invariant properties at the scale of elementary particles. The model is
then validated by application to the three tested sandstones. In Chapter 10, the multi-scale
homogenization model is applied to data sets found in the open literature, with refinement to
account for missing input values and a wider range of materials. The results of the new model
compare favorably with the previous efforts and allow a better understanding of the behavior
of the materials and greater flexibility in the range of materials and properties that can be
considered. Finally, a summary of findings and limitations, along with perspectives for future
research and application, are given in Chapter 10.
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Part I
Experimental Micromechanics of
Sandstones
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Chapter 2
Multi-scale Structure of Sandstone
The first part of this thesis covers the experimental micromechanics investigation of sandstone
materials that will form the basis for the development of predictive models. A cursory in-
vestigation of the material quickly reveals that sandstones are multi-scale materials; that is,
sandstones look and behave in very different fashions at various scales of observation. With
this multi-scale model as a framework, properties of the sandstones at the various scales may
be measured. These observations may be categorized in 'Levels' of a multi-scale think model.
With these properties measured, and the multi-scale model still in mind, predictive reconstruc-
tion tools can be developed.
Clearly, the first step in this process is to define the elementary components, or material
phases, of sandstones and to determine their typical length scales. Visual observations from
optical and ESEM micrographs are an extremely useful tool for this step. Porosimetry inves-
tigations, grain size distributions, and mineralogy experiments are also employed. To organize
and order the results of these observations, a multi-scale model is developed. With this multi-
scale think model in mind, it is then possible to mechanically test the sandstone materials at
each scale.
2.1 Samples
Three sets of samples were provided by Aramco for investigation in the form of 3" by 2" cores.
Information about the source of the samples was not provided, so they are identified here as
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Sample Porosity (%) Grain Density
R[%] [g/ cm 3]
64 8.8 2.68
683 11.8 2.66
1104 12.8 2.66
Table 2.1: Porosity and grain density data (from Aramco [2]) .
indicated by marks on the samples: Sandstone 64, 683, and 1104. Overall porosity data was also
provided [2] and is reported in Table 2.1. A more detailed analysis of the pore size distribution
is given in Section 2.3. Information about the mineralogy of the samples is discussed in Section
2.5.
2.2 Microscopy Investigation
Microscopic imaging is useful in understanding the multi-scale structures of geomaterials such
as sandstone. The Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM) micrographs allow
identification of the various constituents of geomaterials and permit an estimation of their
characteristic length scales. Current techniques in microscopic imaging permit observation of
natural materials up to a 200,000x magnification, thus traversing a variation in length scale of
six orders of magnitude. This information is essential in choosing the appropriate parameters
for indentation experiments and is also useful in the development of the multi-scale material
model.
2.2.1 ESEM imaging
Small samples of the sandstones were trimmed to an appropriate size (approximately a 5 by
5 by 5 mm cube) using a diamond saw. Electron microscopy investigations are much more
useful when the sample is flat and polished. Therefore, the samples were then subject to a
regimen of sandpapers and polishing compounds following a widely used procedure employed
in preparation of geo-materials for scanning electron microscopy imaging [63].
ESEM was performed using a FEI/Philips XL-30 FEG-ESEM microscope located in the
Center of Materials Science and Engineering at MIT. The ESEM images were obtained using
a SE hi-vacuum detector and GSE low-vacuum detector. For both detectors the acceleration
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Sample No. of Images Voltage Spot Size Magnification Pressure Scale
SE GSE j (kV) (torr)
64 42 - 5 3 350x - 150000x - 100 tm-200 nm
64 - 45 20 3-4 250x - 200000x 0.6-2.7 50 pm-100 nm
683 31 - 5 3 350x - 200000x 50,pm-100nm
1104 42 - 5 3-4 120x - 250000x - 200,pm-100nm
Table 2.2: ESEM parameters.
voltage, the pressure, the spot size and magnification varied as listed in Table 2.2.
Rather than attempt to present observations in a continuous fashion, we focus our effort
on three distinct groupings. Starting from a low magnification (and therefore a large length
scale), we examine something like the sandstone as a whole and denote this scale as Level
III. Increasing magnification by about one order of magnitude, we arrive at the approximate
length scale of one sand grain, and denote this scale as Level II. Finally, we increase the
magnification by two to three orders of magnitude and arrive at the approximate length scale
of the intergranular clay mineral cementing and filling material. We denote this scale as Level
I. The sections below present the images and observations at each level.
2.2.2 Level III - Sandstone
Figure 2-1 displays optical photomicrographs of 25X magnification for the three sandstone
materials considered in this study. The scale considered here, containing all the constituents of
sandstone, is called Level III. The images highlight the composite nature of sandstone materials
as a random pack of sand grains surrounded and cemented by clay. It is possible to identify
some differences between the samples, particularly in terms of the grain sizes and the grain
packing. Sample 64 (Fig. 2-1, top) appears to have the smallest and most tightly packed
grains, and Sample 1104 (Fig. 2-1, bottom) has mostly larger grains with a few smaller grains
occupying spaces in between the larger ones, while the grain sizes and packing of Sample 683
(Fig. 2-1, middle) fall somewhere in between the other two samples.
2.2.3 Level II - Sand Grain Neighborhood
The presence of a porous clay composite, and the possibility of larger pores on and around
individual sand grains, is clearly visible in ESEM images of 100 to 1000 times magnification,
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Figure 2-1: Photomicrographs of the sandstone samples at Level III. Top, Sandstone 64.
Middle, Sandstone 683. Bottom, Sandstone 1104. The larger, often blury objects are sand
grains.
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Figure 2-2: ESEM micrographs of the sandstone samples at Level II, at 1000x or 800x mag-
nification. The flaky porous clay structure is clearly seen coating and surrounding the sand
grains. Note the crater in the top center of the middle image where a sand grain was pulled
out. Top, Sandstone 64. Middle, Sandstone 68. Bottom, Sandstone 1104.
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Figure 2-3: ESEM micrographs of the sandstone samples at Level I at 120000x or 150000x
magnification. The flaky porous clay structure is seen to be loosely packed, randomly oriented,
and mostly indistinguishable from sample to sample. Top, Sandstone 64. Middle, Sandstone
68. Bottom, Sandstone 1104.
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Figure 2-4: ESEM micrograph of the polished surface of a sand grain.
as shown in Figure 2-2 for the three sandstone materials. This scale is called Level II. ESEM
micrographs allow the identification of individual sand grains as well the presence of a porous
clay composite that may act as both a cementing agent and a filling agent between the sand
grains. Intergranular spaces not filled by clays are pore spaces that may instead be filled with
free water, air, or oil. The typical size of this macroporosity seen in the images is on the order
of one micrometer. These phases all come together at the scale of one single grain, with a
typical characteristic size on the order of 50 - 100 pm.
At this scale, differences between the materials are distinct. Sandstone 64 has its grains
and spaces filled with very flaky clays, the clays in sample 683 seem slightly more ordered, and
in sample 1104, some surfaces of the grains are not coated with clays at all (even in areas where
the grains were not polished for the single grain indentations).
2.2.4 Level I - Clay Minerals
ESEM images (Fig. 2-3) of the sandstone samples reveal that the porous clays in sandstone
materials come in a variety of loosely packed forms and shapes. This variety may be influenced
by the proximity of the particles to the sand grains. The characteristic dimension of the clay
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Sample First Peak Second Peak Total Porosity
[y Am] [nm] Mercury [%] I Drying [%] I Given [%]
64 (67) {66} 0.379 28 (8.563) {9.73} 8.8
683 (679) {685} 0.380 44 (9.867) {9.71} 11.8
1104 (1100) {1106} 0.594 14 (9.043) {8.86} 12.8
Table 2.3: Summary of mercury intrusion results. Mercury intrusion and drying porosity were
performed on sister samples (denoted by parentheses and brackets). Mercury intrusion data
[59] and the 'given' porosity [2] were provided by Aramco.
sheets visible in these pictures is on the order of 500 - 1000 nm, and 20 - 50 nm thick, which
confirms the aspect ratio of roughly 1/25 - 1/20, as generally admitted in the clay literature
[68]. In addition, the microphotographs in Figure 2-3 display clay sheets and particles with
highly disordered orientations suggesting that the properties of the clay composite at this scale
are isotropic.
At this scale it is also possible to observe surfaces of the sand grains. These grains may
be quite crystalline in structure, with sharp edges visible where clay particles are absent. The
grains may be polished to very smooth and optically reflective surfaces, as shown in Figure 2-4.
2.3 Porosimetry Investigation
Poromercury intrusion data was provided by Aramco, obtained on companion samples. The
theory of mercury intrusion is that a non-wetting liquid, such as mercury, can only enter
confined pores if it is forced in by some pressure. Furthermore, the size of the "accessible"
pores is directly related to the pressure applied. Therefore, the volume of mercury intruded
at a certain pressure increment can be recorded and converted to an approximate pore volume
fraction. Over many pressure increments, a pore size distribution can be constructed. Figure
2-5 displays the pore size distributions for each of the three samples.
Note that each of the pore size distributions shows two peaks. Table 2.3 summarizes the
local maxima of each distribution. The bimodal distributions correspond well to expectations
from an understanding of sandstones and the observations seen in the ESEM images. The first
peak, on the order of 0.4 - 0.6 pm for the three samples, is the macroporosity which may be
seen in the ESEM images at Level II (Fig. 2-2). The second peak, on the order of tens of
nanometers, measures the microporosity contained in the sheets of porous clay seen in Level I
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Figure 2-5: Pore volume distributions displaying a bimodal distribution for each of the three
sandstone samples (data from Aramco, tests performed by PoroTechnology [59]).
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Sample Macropores Micropores
67 24.5 75.5
679 28.0 72.0
1100 13.6 86.4
Table 2.4: Estimated volume fractions of macropores and micropores (given in percentage of
total porosity).
(Fig. 2-3).
From the porosity distribution curves, we can estimate the fraction of pores that exist as
micropores in the porous clay and as macropores in the overall sandstone sample. Table 2.4
summarizes the percentage of porosity in each category for the three samples.
The total porosity reported by Aramco (see Tab. 2.1) was generally slightly higher than the
total porosity reported by the mercury intrusion tests (Tab. 2.3). This is a common occurrence
with mercury intrusion as the mercury may not be able to access all of the pore space of a given
sample, even under high pressures [6]. The drying porosity measured in the MIT labs, also
reported in Table 2.3 (labeled 'Drying'), corresponded better to the mercury porosity than the
porosity given by Aramco (labeled 'Given' in Table 2.3), but the differences are not very large,
especially considering possible variations between sister samples.
2.4 Grain size distributions
It is important to not only identify the various material phases in the sandstones, but also to
attempt to quantify the relative volume fractions of each phase. A convenient method of doing
this for the sandstones is to determine the grain size distribution of a 'broken' sandstone. To
achieve this state, slices of the sandstone samples were soaked in distilled water and subject
to ultrasonic vibration. A rubber-tipped mortar and pestle were then used to separate the
grains. The samples were then left to soak with sodium hexametaphosphate, a defloculation
agent designed to keep clay particles from sticking together in suspension. This suspension
was then tested using the hydrometer method [41.
Figure 2-6 presents the resulting grain size distribution. For each sample, there is a distinct
change in slope which marks an abrupt transition between the larger sand grain particles and
the much smaller clay particles. Note that a key difference between the samples is the minimum
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Figure 2-6: Grain size distribution curves for the sandstone samples measured using the hy-
drometer scale.
Sample Clays I Grains
66 44.0 56.0
685 40.6 59.4
1106 44.2 55.8
Table 2.5: Summary of volume fractions (given in percent of total volume) calculated from the
grain size distributions.
grain diameter; for sand 66, the minimum diameter is about 25 pim, for sand 683 the minimum
diameter is about 50 pm, and for sand 1104, the minimum diameter is about 100 p1 m.
Using the mass fraction of grains and clays from the grain size distribution and the density
of quartz (2.73 g/ cm 3 [35]), the volume fractions of the grains and porous clay phases may be
calculated. Table 2.5 summarizes these volume fractions for each sample.
2.5 Mineralogy
X-ray diffraction analysis was performed by Aramco on sister samples [44]. Table 2.6 summa-
rizes the results of this analysis, which again confirm that the most of the mass of sandstones
is contributed by the sand grains with various other clays (aluminum silicates) making up the
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-. Sand 1104
Sand 683
Sand 66
Sample 67 1679 1100
Quartz 84 90 86
Microcline 6
Rutile 5
Dolomite 2
Ankerite 2
Hematite < 1 < 1
Kutnohorite < 1
Zircon < 1 < 1
Anthorite, Sodian, Ordered 5
Illite 4
Orthoclase 11
Muscovite 2
Apatite < 1
Table 2.6: Mineralogy obtained by X-ray diffraction analysis,
(obtained by Aramco [441).
Sample | Clays | Grains
67 44.7 55.3
679 40.6 59.4
1100 46.7 53.3
given in percentage by mass
Table 2.7: Summary of volume fractions (given in percent of total volume) calculated from the
mineralogy data.
difference. The specific clay composition of each sample is different, and explains the variations
in color of each sample.
The mass fractions obtained by mineralogy may be converted to volume fractions given the
density of the clays and quartz grains, as well as the porosity of each sample. As with the grain
size analysis, all volume that is not quartz grains is categorized here as clay. These volume
fractions are presented in Table 2.7, and compare quite favorably to the volume fractions found
from the grain size distribution (Tab. 2.5).
2.6 Chapter Summary: Multi-scale Think Model of Sandstone
Inarguably, sandstones are highly heterogeneous materials, and our microscopy investigations
reveal heterogeneities that manifest themselves from the nanoscale of the clay particles to the
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Figure 2-7: The multi-scale think model of sandstone microstructure.
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macroscale. For the purpose of analysis, it is convenient to break this highly heterogeneous
material system down into different scales defined by characteristic sizes of heterogeneities.
Figure 2-7 displays a four-level think model of the multi-scale and multiphase structure of
sandstone materials, suggested by the microscopy study. This think model will form the
backbone of our experimental investigation. To recap, we consider the three scales identified
in the sections above, plus a deeper, fundamental level which is below the range of scanning
electron microscopy.
Working from the bottom up, we start with this additional level, termed Level '0'. This
lowest level we consider is the scale of the elementary clay particles (kaolinite, illite, smectite,
etc.) at a length scale of some nanometers, as well as the formations of silicon dioxide molecules
which form quartz crystals. A microporosity exists here as a result of the packing of clay
particles. The characteristic size of this microporosity is on the order of 10 - 40 nm, and is
very similar to the clay porosity found in other sedimentary rocks, such as shales [21]. In the
next level, Level I, we consider the porous clay composite as well as the quartz crystals and
the larger scale porosity. The clay particles with nanoporosity form a porous clay composite
at a characteristic length scale in the hundreds of nanometer range. Level II, is defined by the
typical size of one single grain, with a typical characteristic size on the order of 50 - 100 Pm.
The porous clay composite from Level I acts as a cementing agent and a filling agent between
the sand grains. Intergranular spaces not filled by clays are macropore spaces that may instead
be filled with free water, air, or oil. Finally, bulk sandstone itself is considered at Level III,
where the units formed by individual grains and the materials that exist around them, described
in level II, come together in close contact to form a macroscopic composite material at scales
of centimeters and above.
This multi-scale model forms the framework upon which the rest of the thesis is built. The
model guides the design of nano- and micro-indentation campaigns and informs the analysis of
these results. The multi-scale model is also the basis for the development of a physically based
homogenization model.
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Chapter 3
Indentation Methods
The goal of the experimental work is to determine mechanical properties of the sandstones at
different scales in an attempt to break down the materials into individual elementary compo-
nents (ideally above the atomistic scale) with invariant properties. This chapter introduces the
experimental nano- and micro-indentation methods employed to investigate these materials at
the scales of Level I and Level II. Traditional definitions and derivations of hardness and inden-
tation modulus are covered, as well as more advanced topics including a dimensional analysis of
the problem and an examination of the thin-film problem. These tools will all prove extremely
useful in analysis of nanoindentation on sandstone materials.
3.1 Specimen Preparation
Analysis of the nanoindentation results typically assumes that the indenter acts on an infinite
half-space [55]. To best approach this assumption, the samples were prepared to have a thickness
much greater than the size of the indentation and to have as smooth and flat a surface as
possible. To accomplish this state, the sandstone samples were trimmed to an appropriate size
(approximately a 5 by 5 by 5 mm cube) using a diamond saw. The samples were then subject
to the same procedure employed in preparation of the samples for scanning electron microscopy
imaging [63]. Specifically, each surface of interest was polished for 30 seconds by 320 and 800
grit sandpapers and 6 micron, 3 micron, 1 micron and 0.25 micron diamond suspensions.
This standard procedure proved troublesome for sample 1104. The rougher sandpapers
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were apt to pull out its larger grains rather than grind them down to a smoother surface. To
alleviate this problem, the sandpaper steps were omitted in the sample used for nanoindentation
- instead, the samples were polished with the 3 and 1 micron diamond suspensions for 5 minutes
each, and then the 0.25 for 30 seconds. As a result, individual grains became smooth and ideally
suited to nanoindentation. Intergranular areas were not perfectly smooth, but were adequate
for testing.
Each sample was then fixed by a thin layer of superglue to a stainless steel mounting disk
for nanoindentation or an aluminum specimen holder for microindentation.
3.2 Instrumented Indentation Technique
An indentation test is a surface test that gives access to bulk properties using the tools of
continuum indentation analysis. Indentation tests have been used to measure hardness for over
a century (for a review see [12 and references cited herein). More recently, thanks to progress in
hardware and software control, depth sensing techniques were introduced. This new generation
of equipment allows a continuous monitoring of the load on the indenter and the displacement
of the indenter into the specimen surface during both loading and unloading. The idea of depth
sensing techniques and its implementation down to the nanoscale appears to have developed
first in the former Soviet Union from the mid 1950ies on throughout the 1970ies. These ideas
have received considerable attention world-wide ever since Doerner and Nix [23] and Oliver
and Pharr, [551 in the late 1980ies and early 1990ies, also identified indentation techniques for
analysis and estimation of mechanical properties of materials. While the chronology of events
of discovery may still be in debatel, there is little doubt, at least as far as the elastic behavior
is concerned, that it is the Hertz type contact problem that forms much of the theoretical
background of modern indentation analysis. An indentation test provides a continuous record
of the variation of the indentation load, P, as a function of the depth of indentation, h, into
the indented specimen. The extraction of material properties from the P - h curve is achieved
by inverse analysis of the indentation problem in continuum mechanics.
The chronology of events of discovery of depth-sensing indentation and indentation anlaysis has only recently
been revealed by Borodich in several remarkable publications [12].
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3.2.1 Equipment
Nanoindentation (indentation at depths up to 1 pm) was performed on a Hysitron Triboindenter
located in the Nanomechanical Technology Laboratory in the Materials Science and Engineering
Department at MIT. An overall view of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3-1 (top). Force is
applied to the indenter tip electrostatically by means of a three-plate capacitor system. This
system is also employed to measure the displacement of the indenter tip. A schematic diagram
of the transducer and indenter tip system is shown in Figure 3-1 (bottom). The indenter is also
equipped with an optical microscope for selecting the areas to be indented, a piezoelectric crystal
that allows the indenter to map the surface topography of the sample, and a personal computer
for experimental control, data acquisition, and initial analysis work. All measurements are
taken electronically and high precision may be achieved. The apparatus is capable of applying
and measuring loads between 0 and 30 mN with a resolution of less than one nN. The maximum
displacement is 5 pm, with a resolution of 0.2 nm.
Microindentation (indentation at depths larger than 1 [m) was performed on a MicroMa-
terials Nano/Microindenter using the Microtest platform. This indenter is also located in the
Nanomechanical Technology Laboratory in the Materials Science and Engineering Department
at MIT. This indenter uses an electromagnetic pendulum-type system to apply force to the
indenter tip and employs two capacitor plates to measure tip displacement. While it features
a slightly different mechanical system than the Triboindenter, high precision is still achieved
through the use of electronic measurements. The Microtest platform is capable of applying
and measuring loads between 0 and 20 N with a resolution of less than one AN. The maximum
displacement is 20 Am with a resolution of about 1 nm.
3.2.2 Calibrations
A series of calibrations were performed on the nanoindenter before data collection could begin.
The force and displacement transducer constants were calibrated daily by performing an indent
in the air in the Triboindenter chamber. The force-displacement curve comes from the stiffness
of the leaf springs whose properties are known; the software adjusts the transducer constants to
match the experimental data with the predicted curve. Transducer constants for the Microin-
denter were calibrated monthly by indenting on samples of known properties (typically fused
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Figure 3-1: Top: Hysitron Triboindenter (from http://www.hysitron.com/) Bottom: A
schematic diagram of the nanoindenter (adapted from an image from the Nix Group,
mse.stanford.edu).
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silica), and the electronics were calibrated daily.
Other calibrations are performed only when required by variations in equipment conditions
such as changing transducers or indenter tips. The first of these calibrations finds the match
between the optical location and the indenter tip location by creating a known pattern of
indents. The user then selects the center of this pattern and the eventual position of the
indenter tip is known. Machine compliance is evaluated through an analysis of a series of 100
indents on a known sample, typically fused silica. The maximum load is increased by 100 AN
for each indent, and the machine compliance is extracted from a relationship between the results
of each indent.
The same series of indents is also used to calculate the contact area as a function of depth
for the indenter tip. Contact area is one of the keys to a successful indentation analysis that
translates raw force and displacement data into meaningful material properties. For a perfectly
sharp Berkovich indenter, the projected contact area, A, should be related to the contact depth2 ,
he, by the relation:
A = 24.5h2 (3.1)
For a perfectly sharp cube-corner indenter, the relation is:
A = 2.598h2 (3.2)
Many researchers [23] [13] have noted, however, that a perfectly sharp indenter tip is impossible
to achieve. Furthermore, at small loads and small displacements, the scale of the displacement
may approach the scale of the imperfection. In this regime, there can be a significant deviation
between the contact area predicted by formulas for perfect indenters and the contact area
experienced experimentally. Several methods [55] [23] [32] have been developed to deal with
this problem without requiring an explicit measurement of the contact area, with the method
of Oliver and Pharr [55] being among the more popular approaches. They suggest that the
deviation in the contact area formulation may be represented by a series of terms:
2The contact depth is shown in Figure 3-3 and defined in Eq. (3.10).
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A (hc) = Cohc +Clh' +C 2hc +C 3h~ ±C 4 h~ 8+C 5h 16 ±+. (3.3)
As in the machine calibration calculation, the properties of the sample material (again, typically
fused silica) are known in advance. The coefficients Ci are found through an iterative fitting
procedure such that the experimental properties match the predicted values, with Co the original
coefficient for the perfectly sharp indenter. With all calibrations complete, the equipment is
ready for use.
3.2.3 Typical Procedures
Each indentation consists of several steps. First, the indenter tip slowly approaches the surface
of the sample. Next, the software records baseline data for up to 20 seconds to determine the
appropriate drift correction. Once the drift correction is calculated, this data is discarded, and
data collection commences as a prescribed load function is executed. Figure 3-2 shows a plot
of the loading function versus time and the measured load response versus depth. In the first
segment, the tip remains on the surface for 10 seconds to allow the tip and transducer to settle.
Load is applied at a constant rate through open loop control for 15 seconds, when the maximum
load is achieved. This load is held for 10 seconds to allow the sample to creep before the load
decreases at a constant rate for 15 seconds.
3.3 Hardness and Indentation Modulus Analysis
The indentation response consists of (at least) three phases; a loading phase, a holding phase,
and an unloading phase (Fig. 3-2), during which the force, P, is prescribed. The rigid displace-
ment of the indenter is not necessarily the contact depth, he, corresponding to the maximum
projected contact surface of the indenter with the deformed half-space surface. The main diffi-
culty of the analysis is that the contact surface, A, is not known a priori, but is a solution of a
boundary value problem. These dimensions are shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-2: Indentation loading function and typical response.
is the holding branch, and (C) is the unloading branch. The
the maximum depth, hmax, are also highlighted.
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Figure 3-3: Diagram of a typical indentation showing the depth, h, the contact depth, he, the
contact area, A and the (equivalent) cone angle, 0.
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3.3.1 Self-Similarity of Indentations
While one of the key difficulties in analysis of indentation tests is the determination of the con-
tact area, a simplifying feature of sharp pyramidal (Berkovich) indentation is that the contact
problem possesses self-similarity. Self-similarity of indentations depends on three criteria [12].
First, the constitutive relations must be homogeneous functions of stress or strain. Second, the
indenter shape must be able to be described by a homogeneous function with degree greater
than or equal to one. Finally, the load is assumed to be increasing as the contact is made. The
result of self-similarity is that given known homogeneous functions, an initial contact area or
contact depth, and an corresponding initial load, the contact area or contact depth at any other
load may be calculated using relatively simple scaling formulas. That is, for a given indenter
described by a homogeneous function, the average pressure below the indenter is independent
of the indentation load and the true contact area.
3.3.2 Hardness and Indentation Modulus Definitions
Hardness is the value traditionally obtained from indentation tests. The classical definition of
hardness, H, which can be determined at any point along the P - h curve for which the contact
area is known is:
P1 = P 2 _ PH- - -.- (3.4)A1  A 2  ... A
where A = -7ra 2 is the projected contact area (which for self-similar indentation is proportional
to the true contact area), and a = h, tan 0 is the contact radius for conical indenter (0 is the
cone half angle, see Fig. 3-3). For convenience, the hardness is determined for the maximum
load and the penetration depth associated with a specific material scale under investigation. For
most geomaterials (like sandstones), the loading phase is dominated by irreversible deformation
in a zone close to the indenter on the order of the penetration depth [21].
While hardness is typically calculated at the maximum load, determination of the indenta-
tion modulus, M, is based on the slope of the unloading curve. Upon unloading, the elastic
energy stored in the material bulk during loading is recovered. The quantity that is measured
from the unloading branch is the slope, S, at the maximum indentation depth hmax (see Fig.
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3-2):
S = bhnax (3.5)6h
Assuming a purely elastic unloading behavior, a straightforward dimensional analysis of the
involved quantities yields the Bulychev-Alekhin-Shoroshorov (BASh) equation [12]:
S 2
M - - 2( 3 .6 )
Here, M is the so-called indentation modulus (or reduced modulus), which in the isotropic case
(and for rigid indenters) coincides with the plane stress modulus:
M = 2 (3.7)
1 - v 2
The key to a successful determination of the hardness and elastic properties from indentation
relies on the determination of the correct projected contact area, A. In early implementations,
the contact area was determined by direct optical measurement of the size of the residual
hardness impression after a complete unloading. For practical reasons, however, some means
other than direct observation of the hardness impressions is needed to measure contact areas,
since imaging very small indentations is both time-consuming and difficult. A method for
conical indentation (which may also be applied to pyramidal indentation) that circumvents the
need to measure the contact area was suggested by Oliver and Pharr [55], by considering the
pure elastic recovery during unloading:
2h, - hf= - (h - hf) (3.8)
7r
where hf is the residual indentation depth. Since hmax is experimentally measured, the key
to the analysis becomes the determination of the residual displacement hf. This is achieved
by considering that the elastic unloading is scaled, for conical indentation, by a power-two
function:
P
P = c(h - h) 2 ; h-hf =2- (3.9)S
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Finally, a combination of (3.8) and (3.9) yields:
h_ Pmax (3.10)
hmax Shmax
where E = 2 (1 - 2/7r) = 0.73 for conical indenters; while E = 1 for the flat punch, and c = 0.75
for a paraboloid of revolution. This h, may then be employed in the area function given in
Eq. (3.3). The original elastic solution given by Sneddon (and employed by Oliver and Pharr)
gave hc/h = 2/7r; as a result the dimensionless parameter Shmax/Pmax should equal 2 when the
deformation is purely elastic and should equal larger values when the deformation is inelastic.
Researchers have more recently performed finite element simulations and taken a closer
look at solutions used in the derivation of the contact area and the calculations of h. These
investigations have shown that certain assumptions about the shape of the residual imprint were
incorrect and could lead to an overestimation contact area. Hay et al. [36] have attempted
to determine appropriate corrections as a function of the Poisson's ratio of the test specimen.
They also note that because the method used to determine the area function uses the BASh
stiffness function, Eq. (3.6), the correction factors in measurements of indentation modulus
nearly cancel out if the Poisson's ratio of the calibration material is similar to the Poisson's
ratio of the test specimen. The implications for hardness measurements, however, are much
more important. Hay et al. note that the contact area may be overestimated by 20% for
Berkovich indentation and 49% for cube corner indentation in tests on fused silica. We will
demonstrate how the use of these corrections affects the hardness results in sandstone materials.
3.3.3 Dimensional Analysis and Indentation Test Invariants
A convenient tool to check for consistency of the indentation data and to translate the in-
dentation data into meaningful mechanical properties is a dimensional analysis of the involved
physical quantities 3 . These quantities are identified from the principles described by Cheng and
Cheng [17] for cohesive elastoplastic materials (with power-law hardening), which have been
adapted recently to cohesive-frictional materials [30]. The two dependent variables during load-
ing are the indentation force P and the contact area A, which depend on the elastic properties
3For a detailed dimensional analysis, see Constantinides (2005) [18].
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(expressed in terms of indentation modulus, for convenience) M and v, the strength properties
cohesion, c and friction angle, yv, the indentation depth, h, and the geometry of the (assumed
rigid) indenter, which in the case of Berkovich indentation and Cube Corner indentation can
be described by an equivalent cone angle 0; hence:
P = f (M, v, c, W, 0, h) (3.11a)
A = g (M, v, c, p, 0, h) (3.11b)
Of the six governing parameters, two of them, namely c and h, have independent dimensions.
From a straightforward application of dimensional analysis (or more precisely the Pi-Theorem
[15]) to relations (3.11a) and (3.11b), the two dimensionless relations are readily found:
P c 7
Mh2 = (Q ,Myv, O (3.12)
Ac
= I ,0( , ,0) (3.13)
Similarly, we can proceed with the measured initial unloading slope S = (dP/dh)h=hax, for
which the Pi-Theorem yields a third invariant:
-S c 1- - )W )(.4
Mhmax Mv,99,6 (3.14)
Close to a multiplying constant, the left hand side of the three dimensionless relations in
Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) involve only measurable quantities, while the right hand sides
of each equation are readily recognized to be independent of the indentation depth. This size
independence is a consequence of the self-similarity of the conical indentation test and holds
strictly only for homogeneous materials (see Sec. 3.3.1). In the case of a series of indentations
on a perfectly heterogeneous material, this size-independence implies that each dimensionless
quantity should be a discrete random variable. Therefore, to check the consistency of the
indentation data, it is possible to calculate the dimensionless quantities and verify their size
independence.
Applying the dimensional analysis to meaningful material properties requires a means of
translating the measured values, P, S, and h, into estimated properties Mest and HeSt. The
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Oliver and Pharr method provides just such a link. As a result the dimensionless relations in
Eqs. (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14) become:
Ha = max (3.15a)
max
_ Pm
ri 3  = Hesth2 (3.15b)max
_ S
-y = eshm (3.15c)Meshmax
Recombination of Eqs. (3.15a) and (3.15c) gives:
Us U/ S = max (3.16)
Pmax
a dimensionless invariant already encountered in the Oliver and Pharr method (see Eq. (3.10)).
For a purely elastic indentation (Pmax = chmax, S = 2chmax, M = 2c/ tan 0) with a perfect
Berkovich tip (9 = 70.32), the values of these invariants are:
tan9 _
Ha t 2 -1.40 (3.17a)2
H3 = irtan2O = 24.5 (3.17b)
IL = tan 0 = 2.80 (3.17c)
H6= Hy/Ha = 2  (3.17d)
Any deviation from these values indicates that plastic deformation occurred during the inden-
tation experiment.
3.3.4 Thin Film Indentation
In highly heterogeneous composite materials, including coarse-grained geomaterials such as
sandstones, an indentation may occur on a locally layered volume of material. In the case of
approximately horizontal layers, a thin film model may be used for analysis. Several approaches
have been developed to solve the elastic indentation problem of thin-film coating/substrate
systems analytically.
First, note that the presence of a thin film does not modify the shape of the P - h curves
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[40]. With or without thin film, a typical P - h curve is composed of a loading phase, a creep
phase and then an unloading phase. The presence of a thin film should affect the unloading
slope and the peak depth, but not the general form of the curves.
By using the Hankel's transform method, Li and Chou [50] have calculated the Green
function for a coated substrate and have evaluated the displacement, stress field, and load-
indentation depth relation of the thin-film/substrate system under an axisymmetrically distrib-
uted loading on the plane surface of the film.
Gao et al. [31] devised a first order rigorous moduli-perturbation method to derive a closed-
form solution for the contact compliance of an uncracked film/substrate medium. This method
is based on a perturbation calculation of the elastic energy of a coated substrate indented with
a flat punch. This approach is based on the assumption that the mechanical properties of both
materials do not differ widely. The model was validated by Chen and Vlassak [16] by means
of a finite element analysis, showing that the model is accurate for moduli mismatch ratio on
the order of 0.5 - 2. On the other hand, the weight functions suggested by Gao et al. were
found to overestimate the substrate effect when the film is stiffer than the substrate and that
the substrate influence is underestimated if the film is more compliant.
Yu et al. [74] have considered the elastic solution of an axisymmetric mixed boundary value
problem. An elastic layer is assumed to be either in frictionless contact or perfectly bonded to a
semi-infinite elastic half-space. Yu et al. considered spherical, conical and flat-ended cylindrical
indenters. The results are obtained by solving a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind
with a continuous symmetrical kernel which depends on the bonding conditions. Using a
finite element model, Chen and Vlassak [16] compared the theoretical results of Yu et al. with
numerical results and showed very good agreement.
Hsueh and Miranda [40] have developed an analytical model to derive an approximate
closed-form solution for indenter displacement when a rigid spherical indenter is pressed onto
a coating/substrate system. They have found the following expression:
3P
h = (3.18)4 Meqa
where Meq is the equivalent indentation modulus which is related to the thin film modulus by
a parameter a:
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I
Meq = a 2 (3.19)
Vf
where a is given by:
S + Ef= ( + "2 [(3 - 2vs) 1 + A21 - [(3 - 2vf) 1 + A2] (3.20)
a rE(l - v2) 7r (I -- v)
and A1 and A2 are functions of film thickness to contact radius ratio, ,, given by:
A1  = -- aci (3.21)
7r t 2 t 2 t t2 '2
A2 = a+ + a+ arcsin - a+A2 2 a2 a a2 arsna a2
At last, Perriot and Barthel [57] proposed a method relying on the work by Li and Chou
[50], in which they calculated the Green function for a coated substrate. Since Li and Chou's
stress/strain relation could not be inverted, it is of little use for contact problems. Using the
auxiliary fields introduced by Sneddon, however, Perriot and Barthel have reformulated Li and
Chou's expression to allow the problem to be inverted. They have noticed that, whatever
the indenter shape, all curves almost have the same shape, regardless of the moduli mismatch
between the layer and the substrate. This shape is very much like that provided by Gao et al.
and is in very good agreement for the moduli mismatch ratio in the range 0.5 - 2. Perriot and
Barthel have empirically extended the Gao function on a wider range of moduli ratios. The
expression proposed by Perriot and Barthel is:
M a) Mf + Ms - Mf
Meq - = Mt + + (Xo) (3.22)
where a is the contact radius, t is the thickness of the film, xo is defined by:
log (xo) = -0.093 + 0.792 log (') + 0.05 (log (M') ) 2 (3.23)
M My
and q ~- 1.2 (Perriot and Barthel note that this value can change slightly as a function of the
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Figure 3-4: A comparison of the Empirical (Hsueh and Miranda) [40] model with the analytical
(Perriot and Barthel) [57] model for various moduli mismatch ratios.
modulus mismatch ratio, the value of 1.2 corresponds to a mismatch ratio slightly larger than
10.)
Figure 3-4 compares the empirical expression by Perriot and Barthel and the relatively
simple approximate closed-form solution by Hsueh and Miranda. Plotted in normalized form
for various mismatch ratios, the curves match very well for ratios between 0.5 - 2, for which
both the Gao et al. and Hsueh and Miranda models are valid. The difference between both
curves, increases, however, when the moduli mismatch ratio between thin film and substrate
falls outside this range. For example, the normalized curves do not match when the moduli
mismatch ratio gets as high as 10 or as low as 0.1. We expect the moduli mismatch ratio
between the clay layer and the sand grain to be on the order of magnitude of 0.1 or smaller.
For this reason, we consider the Perriot and Barthel expression in our analysis of the thin film
problem, in which a clay layer forms a thin film on a sand grain, in our sandstone indentation
analysis.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has introduced the tools and techniques used in nano- and micro-indentation
experiments and analysis. The Oliver and Pharr method of estimating the contact area from
only the contact depth was introduced and hardness was defined. The indentation modulus,
which can be determined from the BASh equation, was defined. A dimensional analysis
provided further insight into the physics of the indentation test, and an investigation of the
thin film problem extended the range of application of indentation to more complex materials.
It is clear that although the indentation test itself is, on the surface, rather straightforward,
obtaining accurate information about the material being tested requires a deeper understanding
of the physics involved. This deep understanding continues to prove its usefulness as the
indentation techniques are applied to the sandstone materials.
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Chapter 4
Nanoindentation Investigation
The multi-scale think model developed in Chapter 2 and the indentation techniques presented
in Chapter 3 form the backbone of the experimental investigation. The distinct forms in
each level of the multi-scale think model suggest that material properties may vary widely
depending on the scale considered. Thus it is necessary to measure material properties at
each level. The smallest scale currently available to mechanical testing is Level I, the scale of
the porous clay composite and the quartz crystals. The techniques developed in Chapter 3
show that instrumented nanoindentation tests can measure mechanical responses of a volume
of material in the vicinity of the indenter tip. Techniques and equipment have been refined
to allow accurate and repeatable results when testing materials at the scale of hundreds of
nanometers.
In this chapter, the results of nanoindentation testing on sandstone materials are presented.
Indentation tests are performed both on single grains in the sandstones and on much larger
sections of the surface. A new technique to estimate strength properties using two indenter tips
is applied to the single grain indentations. For the overall indentations, an innovative statistical
analysis is proposed to group various nanoindentation responses. From the results of the
nanoindentation investigation, we attempt to confirm the existence of elementary components,
and strive to determine their properties. When probing both the composite clays and a
clay/grain composite, extra consideration must be given to the scale of testing when performing
a series of indentations in a grid pattern. We begin, however, with indentation directly on
individual grains residing in the sample.
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Indenter Tip No. tests Pmax [pN] hmax [nm] M [GPa] H [GPa]
Cube Corner 191 985.0 2.3 87.6 16.9 95.02 9.91 13.73 2.82
Berkovich 100 792.5 1.2 38.9 7.2 95.96 10.88 11.56 2.25
Table 4.1: Results of nanoindentation on single grains of sandstone 1104.
4.1 Single Grain Indentation
The relatively large size of the grains in sample 1104 made it possible to locate the flat and
polished grain surfaces and perform grids of twenty five nano-indents on the various surfaces.
Table 4.1 presents the results of the indentations on the grains in sample 1104. The maxi-
mum indentation force was chosen to match the force used when testing the entire composite
material. The grains reacted with a relatively stiff resistance to the indenter tip, however,
so the indentation depths averaged about 40 nm in Berkovich indentation and 90 nm in cube
corner indentation. Given the high stiffness of the grains, the compressibility of the diamond
indentation tip must be taken into account. The BASh equation (Eq. (3.6)) is more accurately:
2.\/- 1 1 - v?
= -- + 1-v (4.1)
where Ein = 1141 GPa and vin = 0.07 are the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the
diamond indenter tip [42). It was assumed that in this set of tests, each indentation occurred
on the same material phase.
4.1.1 Results
The assumption that each indent on the single grain occurred on the same material was strength-
ened by the high degree of repeatability between each indentation curve. Consequently, the
statistical analysis of the single grain indentation was comparatively simple and very few spu-
rious results were eliminated. The mean and standard deviation for hardness, and indentation
modulus were computed for the single grain indentations on sample 1104; these results are
reported under the "Berkovich" row in Table 4.1. The indentation modulus obtained from the
nanoindentation experiments is in very good agreement with values reported in the literature
for naturally occurring quartz of M = 96 GPa [62].
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4.1.2 Discussion
A novel method to extract Mohr-Coulomb (frictional-cohesive) strength properties from inden-
tation tests has recently been proposed [30]. Since the Mohr-Coulomb model is based on two
parameters, cohesion and friction angle, at least two different, independent tests must be per-
formed. In the case of nanoindentation, this is achieved by the use of two different indenter tip
geometries. The indenter tip most commonly used in nanoindentation is the Berkovich inden-
ter, which is in the shape of a relatively flat three-sided pyramid. Another widely available
indenter tip is the cube corner indenter, named for its three-sided geometry featuring 90 degree
angles like the corner of a cube. A similar experimental and analytical procedure was applied
in testing the grains from sample 1104 with the cube corner indenter tip as with the Berkovich
indenter tip. The results of these experiments are presented in the "Cube Corner" row in Table
4.1. The indentation modulus is in extremely close agreement with the one calculated from the
Berkovich indentation tests, and any difference is statistically insignificant. The mean values
of the hardness (with the area function estimated by the Oliver and Pharr method; see section
3.3.2) is slightly larger for the cube corner indentations than the Berkovich indentations, and
the difference is statistically significant. A plot of M vs. H for each set of tests, shown in
Figure 4-1, reveals two distinct populations; one for each indenter tip. If there is random error
in the contact area estimation, these values should have a square root relationship (see Eqns.
(3.4) and (3.6)). This square root scaling is not quite achieved in the single grain indentations,
but it is reasonable to assume that there is a small skew effect related to imperfect indenter
geometry at these very small indentation depths.
Frequency plots, shown in Figure 4-2 for each indenter tip, highlight the similarity of the
indentation moduli distribution and differences of hardness distribution. A plot of the dimen-
sionless parameter Shmax/Pma vs. H for each indent, shown in Figure 4-3, reveals two distinct
populations; one for each indenter tip. The indents performed with the Berkovich tip have
Shmn/Pma values near 2, indicating that they are almost entirely elastic (see Section 3.3.3,
Eq. (3.17d)). The cube corner indents, on the other hand, have the bulk of their Shmax/Pmax
values near 3 or above, demonstrating the (expected) activation of plasticity with the sharper
tip. The Oliver and Pharr method for estimating contact area assumes that such deformation
may be approximated by analogy with the elastic deformation using Eq. (3.8), but this assump-
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Figure 4-1: Indentation Modulus versus Hardness for Berkovich and Cube Corner indentation
on single grains.
tion can result in erroneous results for plastically activated pile-up when using the sharper cube
corner indenter tip.
Contact Area Estimations
Given the limitations in the original implementation of the Oliver and Pharr method, recent
attempts have been made to provide more accurate estimations of contact area in elasto-plastic
indentation experiments. The relatively simple results for the single grain indentations provide
a means, of evaluating and using new techniques. Hay et al. [36] proposed a method that
takes second-order elastic contraction effects into account. This method involves scaling A by
a correction factor -y2 , where -y is a function of Poisson's ratio v and effective indenter angle 9.
They proposed various expressions for the factor -y and chose different expressions for different
indenter tips based on finite element analysis. For Berkovich indenters (where 0 = 70.32') the
expression is given by
+ 0.15843073 cot (1-2)(Berk) . T (4.2)
- 0.83119312 cot 0 1-2v)
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hardness, H, for Berkovich and cube corner single grain
and for cube corner indenters (where = 42.280), the expression is:
7(CC) =1 + '1- v (4.3)
4 (1 - v) tan 0
Applying these corrections, and taking the Poisson's ratio of quartz to be V = 0.06 [35], the
corrected mean Berkovich hardness is 9.33 and the corrected cube corner hardness is 8.68.
Constantinides and Ulm [19] have developed a method that uses the BASh formula and the
assumption that the elasticity (indentation modulus, M) should be the same for each indenter
tip. They further assume that the Oliver and Pharr method (also accounting for the additional
second order elasticity effect considered by Hay et al.) provides a reasonably accurate estimate
of the contact area for Berkovich indentation. Consequently, they derive an expression for the
cube corner contact area
A(cc) = A(Berk) (S(CC) (C ) 2 (4.4)
(S(Berk)7(Berk))
which takes as inputs the estimated Berkovich area and the measured values of unloading slope
for Berkovich and cube corner indentation. Constantinides and Ulm suggest that the Hay et
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090
VVW V_ 0
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C
C
C')
0 5 15 20
Indenter Tip Cube Corner Berkovich
A a 1iy P
Oliver & Pharr, uncorrected 13.73 2.82 11.56 2.25
(Average P)/(Average A) 12.78 - 10.93 -
Hay et al. [36] 8.68 1.78 9.33 1.82
Constantindes & Ulm [19] 13.41 - - -
Constantindes & Ulm (with Hay et al.) [19] 10.51 - 9.33 -
Table 4.2: Results of nanoindentation hardness on single grains of sandstone 1104.
al. correction factors, y, may be neglected under the assumption that the elastic correction
does not depend on the indenter shape. One drawback of this method is that it deals only
with average values, since a single indent cannot be performed with both tips at once, but it is
still extremely powerful in its simplicity.
Table 4.2 compares and summarizes the results of the corrections. Clearly, the corrected
values are closer to each other, and they are lower, as expected. Furthermore, only the
implementation of the Hay et al. correction causes the Berkovich hardness to be higher than
the cube corner hardness. As the cube corner tip is sharper, hardness values from these tests
are typically smaller than the ones from Berkovich tests, since it is easier to drive a sharp cone
into a material than a flat one. The Berkovich indentation, however, remains closer to the
elastic domain (with ShIP = 2, see Fig. 4-3), while the cube corner indentation activates some
plastic deformation in the sand grain (with Sh/P = 3, see Fig. 4-3). This may explain why
the cube corner hardness is somewhat greater than the Berkovich hardness in Table 4.2. On
the other hand, the difference between the Berkovich hardness and the cube corner hardness is
quite small and on the order of the standard deviation.
Recent research by Ganneau et al. [30] permits estimation of Mohr-Coulomb (cohesion and
friction angle) strength parameters from analysis of indentations performed with different tips.
The similarity of hardness measurements for each tip suggests that quartz is, in fact, a pressure
insensitive material and that the friction angle is zero. The cohesion may be estimated by:
H
H - 5.8 (4.5)
where c is the cohesion. Taking the average value of the Hay et al. corrected hardnesses, the
cohesion calculated from Eq. (4.5) is 1.55 GPa. Some bounds on this value may be calculated
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by considering the maximum and minimum values reported in Table 4.2. Using these values,
the cohesion may be as high as 2.37 GPa or as low as 1.50 GPa. Such high cohesion values are
characteristic of crystalline materials.
4.2 Indentation on Natural Composites
An obvious feature of the multi-scale think model is that sandstones, like most geomaterials, are
multi-scale and multi-phase composites. Significantly more complex than the metals and glasses
originally studied with instrumented indentation, these geomaterials are highly heterogeneous
down to very small scales. This heterogeneity raises a major concern in the application of
continuum indentation analysis, described in Section 3.3.2.
4.2.1 Choosing an Appropriate Length Scale
Continuum indentation analysis is based on the assumption of homogeneity of material prop-
erties and the assumption that the stress-strain relation remains the same for any depth of
indentation (see Sec. 3.3.1). Furthermore, continuum indentation analysis, like all continuum
analysis, is based on the concept of a representative elementary volume (r.e.v.). The r.e.v
for indentation analysis is defined by a characteristic size L that needs to obey to the scale
separability condition given by [75]:
d < L < min (h, a) (4.6)
where (h, a) are the indentation depth and radius, and d is the characteristic size of the (largest)
heterogeneity contained in the r.e.v. Provided that (4.6) is satisfied, an indentation test operated
to a penetration depth h gives access to the material properties that are characteristic of a
materials system at a length scale of L. For instance, given a porous material (like the clay
in sandstones) for which d is roughly defined by the pore size (e.g. pore throat radius), an
indentation test gives access to the mechanical properties of the total porous material (solid plus
porosity). Likewise, for a test to consider the sandstone in bulk, the indentation depth would
have to be much larger than a characteristic size, d, this time determined by the dimensions of
the sand grains.
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A convenient result of the self-similarity of indentation tests is that the only length scale
which enters the analysis is the chosen indentation depth. The derivation of indentation
solutions are based on an infinite half-space model (which by definition has no length scale).
Methods for extracting material properties are based on an inverse analysis of these solutions
and from the assumption of uniform material properties. Therefore, the material properties
found from indentation tests are averaged quantities; characteristic of a material length scale
defined only by the indentation depth (or the corresponding contact radius). Finite element
simulations demonstrate that a good estimate of the characteristic size of the material domain
sensed by an indentation test is on the order of 3h - 5h for Berkovich indentation [49]. Given the
self-similarity of the indentation test, one can choose the length scale of material investigation
strictly by selecting the appropriate indentation depth. For example, again consider testing at
the length scale, L, of the porous clay. If the pore throat radius, which controls d, is on the
order of some nanometers, L should be on the order of 100d or greater. This yields the target
indentation depth of about 200 - 350 nm. 1
While it is possible to choose the scale of investigation, it may not be possible to choose
which phase is being tested in multi-phase materials such as sandstones, which may have high
heterogeneity even at small scales. The heterogeneity of most natural composite materials
at very fine scales calls for a statistical analysis of indentation results. This requires that a
large number of indentation tests be performed on a surface. A convenient way to achieve
multiple tests is to employ a grid indentation technique, defined by a grid spacing f that should
be larger than the characteristic size of the indentation impression to avoid interference and
ensure statistical independence between individual indentation tests (Fig. 4-4). Following
the same example giving a target indentation depth of about 200 - 350 nm, the grid spacing f
should be about 20 pm or greater. The key results of such analysis are frequency distributions
(and their corresponding histograms or frequency plots) of mechanical properties determined
by a large number of indentation tests at a specific scale of material observation defined by the
indentation depth [183.
In particular, when the characteristic size of a material phase (for instance particle size Lp)
Indentation tests are force-driven, so the determined 'target depth' is achieved in practice in an average sense
for a large number of indentation tests.
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Figure 4-4: An optical photomicrograph illustrating the indentation grid pattern for a geoma-
terial. Shown here are microindentation imprints on a cement sample [18].
is much larger than the maximum penetration depth, the indentation test gives access to the
characteristic material properties of the individual phase at a scale:
L << h << LP (4.7)
Then, if a grid indentation technique is employed with a characteristic grid size that is smaller
than the characteristic distance in between particles, a statistical analysis of the indentation
tests provides access to three important results. First, mean values of properties of the individ-
ual phases can be determined. Second, depending on the sample microstructure, the volume
fractions of the individual phases may be estimated by determining the probability of indenting
on each phase. Third, mapping the spatial distribution of the material properties (and their
corresponding material phases) within the microstructure is possible. We will make use of this
grid-indentation technique for sandstone materials.
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4.2.2 A Rational Approach to the Exclusion of Spurious Results
Most indentation tests ran smoothly, but pores and other surface anomalies may violate the
assumptions of continuum indentation analysis and spurious results may occur. While in some
instances these spurious results are instantly recognizable from the shape of the loading and
unloading curves, a more rational approach is needed to ensure repeatability of results. A useful
check is to plot H vs. h, and M vs. h. Recalling that A is function of h, and referring to Eqs.
(3.4) and (3.6), H should be scaled by h, and M should be scaled by hcj. An examination
of these plots with real data, as shown in Figures 4-5 (a) and (b), quickly reveals spurious data
points (often at large depths) that do not follow the theoretical relationship. Figures 4-5 (c)
and (d) demonstrate improved fits with spurious results removed. There is some deviation from
theory at low depths; this is where the modified area function correction for non-ideal indenters,
Eq. (3.3), has its greatest effects. The actual spurious results almost always occur at indentation
depths much larger than the average for each sample and load. From an examination of the
individual indentation curves of these experiments, it is likely that this response occurs when
the indenter attempts to enter an area of the sample just above or very near to pore space. Some
debris or a thin layer of material may cover the pore, but once the initial load has given way, the
indenter must keep moving in until it reaches solid material again. At this point, the collected
loading and unloading data may have some meaning. It is nearly impossible, however, to make
an accurate estimation of the contact area and calculate engineering properties. Therefore these
individual experiments must be omitted from the overall statistical analysis.
Dimensionless invariants (discussed in Section 3.3.3) can help verify that the indentation
analysis tools work as expected and that each indentation test can be statistically treated as a
discrete random variable. Figure 4-6 presents plots of maximum indentation depth versus the
invariants H0 and H3. The plots show that the invariant Ha, estimated from Eq. (3.15a), is
sensitive to h only for very large values of h. On the other hand, the invariant 11I, estimated
from Eq. (3.15b) is not at all size dependent, but we do see some evidence of the heterogeneity
with some"clumps" of data. In both cases, the lack of clear size dependence confirms the
assumption that the indentation test possesses self-similarity. This implies that there is no
length scale involved in the test other than the indentation depth. This notion, in combination
with the scale separability conditions, Eq. (4.7), implies that each indentation test can be
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64
Sample # No. Pmx [ pN] hmax [ nm]
(acc(*)) t 0 1 y P
64 300(296) 947 49 325 327
683 290(252) 947 43 345 300
1104 110(107) 772 26 174 167
Table 4.3: Summary of Berkovich nano-indentation program on three sandstone materials,
together with mean-values (y) and standard deviation (o) of the maximum applied force and
maximum rigid indenter displacement. (*) 'acc' stands for number of accepted data considered
in the analysis of the results.
Sample # No. Pmax [ uN) hmax [nm
(acc(*)) A o A
64 266(180) 321 90 682 547
683 78(51) 355 91 535 422
1104 20(15) 437 50 433 323
Table 4.4: Summary of cube corner nano-indentation program on three sandstone materials,
together with mean-values (/i) and standard deviation (a) of the maximum applied force and
maximum rigid indenter displacement. (*) 'acc' stands for number of accepted data considered
in the analysis of the results.
considered as a discrete random variable.
4.3 Composite Nanoindentation Results
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 provide a breakdown of the indentation tests carried out on the three sand-
stone materials, together with the maximum force applied in the force driven nanoindentation
tests, and the average maximum indentation depth. Each series of tests consisted of one hun-
dred force-driven indentation tests performed on a grid measuring 180 im by 180 pm with a
characteristic grid spacing of 20 pm. Spurious results were eliminated following the procedures
given in Section 4.2.2, and the number of tests actually used in analysis is given in parentheses.
There were far more spurious results using the cube corner tip (Tab. 4.4) than the Berkovich
tip (Tab. 4.3). The increased sharpness of the cube corner tip makes determination of the
surface more difficult and causes increased plastic effects that interfere with the estimation of
the contact area.
Since Berkovich indentations were more reliable than the cube-corner indentations, these
tests will be the focus of most of this section. Typical Berkovich nano-indentation depths for
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Figure 4-7: Representative types of P - h curves from nanoindentation. Curve 1 is a typical
response for clay, while Curve 2 is a typical response for quartz grains. Curves 3 and 4 are
combinations of these responses.
the three samples were on the order of 200 - 700 nm. This indentation depth and grid spacing
was chosen to assess the material properties of an r.e.v. of roughly 1 - 3 Pm. This is the
scale of the porous clay composite at level '1'; this level includes both the clay sheets and the
inter-sheet clay porosity. This scale is also below the characteristic size of the sand grains, so if
an indentation occurs directly on a grain surface, we should expect to access the properties of
the grain. The effect of the sand grains, however, may also be felt even when the indentation
occurs on the clay, as a sand grain may be just below the surface but still within the range
of space that influences nanoindentation results. This is the so-called thin-film problem (see
Section 3.3.4) where the clay is a thin film on a sand grain substrate, and the indentation depth
is similar to the thickness of the clay layer.
These various conditions lead to a variation in the observed P - h curves describing the in-
dentation response. Figure 4-7 shows some representative shapes taken from a set of Berkovich
indentations performed on sandstone 64. Because the nanoindentation tests are load-controlled,
these curves may be conveniently distinguished by the depths achieved. The left-most curve
(labeled curve 2), with the smallest peak depth, shows a typical response for indentation di-
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rectly on quartz grains. We call this shape Type 2. Following the procedures given in Section
4.2, this particular test corresponds to an indentation modulus of M = 66.1 GPa. The some-
what smaller value than those obtained by single grain indentation testing (see Sec. 4.1) is
readily explained by bedding of the sandstone in a softer clay matrix. The right-most curve
(curve 1), with the largest peak depth and a clear creeping branch, shows a typical response for
indentations on clay in geomaterials, and corresponds to an indentation modulus of M = 7.04
GPa. This is the Type 1 curve shape. The example of a Type 3 curve shown in the figure
corresponds to an indentation modulus of M = 31.7 GPa. In this curve, most of the loading
branch and the first half of the unloading branch is strikingly linear, which is more typical of
flat punch indentation than Berkovich indentation [56]. Furthermore, there is a sharp break on
the unloading branch which indicates that the self-similarity of the problem has been broken,
likely due to some geometric effects. Combining these two observations with our understanding
of the morphology of the material, we hypothesize that this kind of response can occur when
indenting on a relatively loosely packed group of clay particles. As shown schematically in Fig-
ure 4-8, a set of these particles become an ovoid indenter entering the rest of the sample. Upon
unloading, the elastic response of the bulk material is felt first, followed by the response of the
"indenting group." A fourth type of curve, like curve 4, which corresponds to an indentation
modulus of M = 12.8 GPa, appears to be a combination of responses. Up to a depth of about
125 nm (and below this point on unloading), the curve appears to follow the response of the
clay P - h curve. Above this depth, however, the curve shows behavior very similar to the
response from indentation directly on the sand grain. Each curve was categorized in one of
these four shape classifications.
The unloading branch of each P - h curve was analyzed using the procedures given in
Section 3.3. As a first approach, this method was used for each curve, with no modifications of
the procedure that would take different shapes into account. The results of this analysis, an
indentation modulus and a hardness, may be graphically displayed in two convenient formats.
Considering first the indentation modulus, M, the available formats are spatial maps and
frequency plots:
* The indentation moduli maps are obtained by assigning each indentation result to a point
on the grid that corresponds to the center of the indent. The discrete data points are
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Figure 4-8: Schematic diagram of the "indenting group" morphology where a group of clay
particles indents on the rest of the porous clay composite.
linearly interpolated in between grid points to obtain continuous fields of mechanical
properties, with a resolution defined by the grid-size. In our study, a constant grid size
of 20 pm is applied. The results are displayed on the x - y plane in the form of contour
plots that capture ranges of mechanical properties. The data are unfiltered (to prevent
gaps in the maps) and thus include the spurious data that were rejected during scaling
analysis. The contour maps of indentation modulus are shown in Figure 4-9. These
maps show that there are groups of higher and lower stiffnesses, and that the areas of
high stiffness have approximately the same size (about 40 - 60 Am, or two or three grid
spaces) as the typical sand grains. This provides additional evidence that the variations
measured by nanoindentation do correspond to distinct material phases. Contour maps
also allow an understanding of the differences in the samples. Sand 1104 shows a much
higher concentration of medium to high stiffnesses than in the other samples. The
concentration is high enough, in fact, that it appears as if more grains are in direct, or
very close to direct, contact with one another. This observation is consistent with the
differences between samples as seen in the micrographs like those in Figures 2-1 and 2-2.
This kind of morphological analysis will also be very useful in the selection and refinement
of the material model and homogenization scheme.
* The frequency plots (histogram) of the indentation modulus reflect the distribution of
stiffnesses within the microstructure. The frequency of a value corresponds to the proba-
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bility with which a specific stiffness is encountered in the microstructure. It is extremely
useful to examine the frequency plots resulting from each category of P - h curve shape as
these shapes are indicitave of different materials or different material responses below the
indenter tip. Figure 4-10 shows the frequency plots of indentation modulus, including a
plot with all of the data and a plot with the categorized data, for each sandstone sample.
Only Sample 64 has enough cube corner tests to provide a reasonable statistical analysis.
The indentation modulus and hardness frequency plots for this set of tests are shown in Figure
4-13.
4.3.1 Multi-Gaussian Curve Fitting of Stiffness Distribution
A refined analysis of the results calls for an ab-initio modeling of the statistical distribution
of the material properties. Since the reported modulus results are obtained by application
of continuum indentation relations, they are only valid for the self-similar indentations, which
include the Type 1 and Type 2 curves (which make up the bulk of the tests). Therefore we
fit only the distributions of the Type 1 and Type 2 curves. The fitting procedure for each
set of tests is complex because the overall distribution is formed from the superposition of four
separate material responses; three for Type 1 and one for Type 2. An understanding of the
structure of sandstone gives a physical meaning to the four responses. When indenting on
the surface of the sandstone, the indenter tip may land in the clay (Type 1) or directly on
the surface of a grain (Type 2). If it lands on the clay, there are still three possibilities - it
could land on an area dominated by macro-porosity, it could land on a thin film of clay above
a grain, or it could land on deeper clay layer where the indentation response feels only the
pure clay. The thin film indentation problem gives P - h curves with the same general shape
as curves obtained from indentation on a homogeneous medium, which allows the use of the
standard methods to determine indentation modulus. This same feature, however, rules out
the possibility of separating thin film responses from pure clay responses by classification of
curve shape.
Each of the four material responses were fitted by Gaussian distributions, with sample means
and standard deviations as fitting parameters. In addition, the Gaussian distributions were
weighted to account for the varying probabilities of achieving each material response. Each
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Figure 4-9: Indentation modulus maps from nanoindentation experiments. Grid points are
spaced by 20 microns.
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parameter was a free parameter, except for the mean value of the pore distribution, which was
assumed to be zero since pores should have no stiffness 2 . As a result, the overall model is an
eleven parameter system, which cannot be rigorously fitted using any automated procedure.
Instead, the fits were performed manually by attempting to minimize the mean squared error
in the frequency and cumulative distributions for each curve type and for the total distribution.
The results of this fitting procedure are shown in Figure 4-14. The leftmost plots show the
frequency distribution of the Type 1 curves, along with the three individual distributions and
their sum, which corresponds well to the frequency data. The middle plots show the Type
1 and Type 2 data, along with the sum of the Type 1 and Type 2 data. The fitted Type 1
distribution from the left plot is duplicated here, and the fitted Type 2 distribution is displayed
as well. The sum of these fitted distributions is also shown and corresponds well to the overall
frequency data. The rightmost plot displays the cumulative distributions of the data and the
fitted distributions.
Note that for Sand 1104, there is no fitted "Pore" distribution. This does not mean that this
sample is not porous; in fact the porosimetry data (Tab. 2.3) and ESEM images demonstrate
the existence of pores in Sand 1104 quite clearly. Instead, the microstructure and volume
fractions of clay and sand in this sample are such that indentations near macropores are rare
and those that do occur have already been filtered or categorized by a different type.
Table 4.5 summarizes the results of the multi-Gaussian curve fitting procedure. An intrigu-
ing result of this analysis is that the means of each fitted distribution (for the Berkovich tests)
are quite similar from sample to sample despite the wide variations in the overall distributions.
The "Pure Clay" distribution, for example, has means of 8.5, 7 and 7 GPa. We recognize that
the properties of the constituent material phases do not change greatly from sample to sam-
2A zero stiffness was chosen from an understanding of the physical nature of the sandstone; the existence
of pores (with zero stiffness) is expected from investigations leading to the multi-scale material model. Of
course, it is not possible to measure strictly zero stiffness (or a stiffness of less than zero!) by nanoindentation -
furthermore, indentations that would have yielded 'nearly zero' stiffness have already been filtered out. Thus, a
normal distribution with mean of zero is not theoretically possible, nor would the measurement process yield such
a distribution. An alternative approach is to leave the mean, standard deviations, and weights as free parameters
with the condition that less than 1% of the predicted distribution is less than zero. Applying this procedure
for sample 64 yields a mean of 3 GPa, a standard deviation of 1.1 GPa, and a volume fraction of 2.2%, while
the rest of the parameters for the other distributions remain the same. Such a result indicates that the original
procedure, employing a fixed mean of zero, is robust. Furthermore, the original procedure better matches an
understanding of the morphology of sandstones even if it is not completely accurate.
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Sample # Pores Pure Clay Thin Film Grain
1t a % 1 a _% p 
_ % a %
64 0 3 3.9 8.5 6 8.6 21 20 26.9 40.5 16 25.9
683 0 3.4 17.8 7 3.8 18.0 25 14 27.2 34 12 11.0
1104 - - - 7 2.5 10.0 26 9 34.0 35 9 28.0
64 (CC) 0 3 18.3 9 5 20.0 21 20 10.4 21 20 8.7
Table 4.5: Summary of fitting parameters obtained from the categorized stiffness frequency
plots. Means and standard deviations are given in GPa. The percentage reflects the number of
indents on each material out of the total number of indentations.
Sample # Pores Pure Clay Thin Film Grain
I % Pr% I A% 0_A lI %
64 0 0.1 9.8 0.2 0.25 10.5 0.6 1.3 17.2 2.8 1.3 24.6
683 0 0.1 21 0.2 0.38 36.9 1.45 0.33 11 2.8 1.3 10.8
1104 - - - 0.16 0.3 24.4 1.2 1.1 21.3 3.8 1.7 20.7
64 (CC) 0 0.15 22.9 0.2 0.4 18.4 2.2 1.5 7.0 2.4 1.5 9.5
Table 4.6: Summary of fitting parameters obtained from the categorized hardness frequency
plots. Means and standard deviations are given in GPa. The percentage reflects the number of
indents on each materail out of the total number of indentations.
ple, only their volume fractions and possibly their morphology vary. This assertion provides
important information for the development of a micromechanical upscaling model.
4.3.2 Multi-Gaussian Curve Fitting of Hardness Distribution
Frequency plots and spatial maps are also useful for the measured indentation hardness. The
hardness frequency plots are shown in Figure 4-12. While there were multiple identifiable peaks
in the indentation modulus plots, the hardness plots for sandstones 64 and 683 are dominated
by only one low peak with very scattered higher values. Sandstone 1104 shows two distinct
peaks, one that matches the location of the main peak of the other samples, at about 250 MPa.
A curve-fitting procedure similar to the one used for Indentation Modulus was employed
for the hardness distribution. Figure 4-15 displays the results of these fits, and Table 4.6
summarizes the fitting parameters. Hardness is a surface dominated quantity rather than a
volume dominated quantity, so that the effects of even a very small layer of clay coating the
grain surfaces is noticeable. Indeed, the percentages of tests modeled by the Thin Film category
is much smaller in the hardness analysis than in the indentation modulus analysis. Note that
decrease in percentage of tests fit by the thin film distribution, is matched by an increased
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percentage fit by the pure clay phase. This is expected from the understanding of hardness as
a surface dominated test.
The effect of the sharper cube corner tip is also evident in the fitting parameters. Somewhat
surprisingly, the mean values from the cube corner indentations are similar to the mean values of
Berkovich indentation (Tab. 4.6), which may indicate that the individual phases of sandstones
are low-frictional cohesive materials. Unlike the Berkovich parameters, however, the percentage
of indents fit by each distribution is relatively unchanged from the indentation modulus to the
hardness results. Figure 4-16 displays the curve fits for the cube corner indents on Sample 64.
The hardness maps are shown in Figure 4-11. These maps provide further graphical evidence
that the hardness test is a function of the surface properties - the low hardness value dominates
the results from Sandstones 64 and 683.
4.3.3 Comparison
We have identified the mean values of the individual material phases and explained the inden-
tation results obtained by indentation on individual and combined phases. The results are
internally consistent, but comparison with previously reported data is essential. Unlike many
other minerals, however, clay stiffness values are extremely rare in handbooks [531. The main
difficulty of measuring the mineral elasticity stems from the fact that clay particles are too
small to be tested in pure solid form. Several attempts to overcome this difficulty have been
reported (summarized in Table 4.7) using a variety of approaches. The large range of varia-
tion in these reported values, however, suggests that there are still some limitations in these
approaches. Furthermore, discrepancies between results arise from differences in the scale of
the tests. It has been proposed that previously reported values at the higher end of the scale
are representative of the clay minerals alone (the scale of Level '0') and that the values at the
lower end of the scale are representative of the porous clay matrix (the scale of Level '1') [21].
The comparison with a similar nanoindentation study of shale materials may be the most
appropriate, where indentation moduli of various shales for nanoindentations were found to be
between 8 and 14 GPa . The "Pure Clay" distribution identified in the sandstone analysis is
at the low end of this range, confirming the assertion that these indentation tests measured the
response of the porous clay phase of sandstone.
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Clay Sample Experim. Stiffness [GPa] Source
Mineral Techn. M10_ 
_ 
M_exp
Muscovite nat. crystal 118.1 46.2 [53]
Kaolinite clay mixture acoustic 30.3 [52],[391
(MicroMech)
Dicktite clay mixture AFAM E = 6.2 [60]
Kaolinite Smectite clay-mixture acoustic 10.4 - 16.8 [67]
Montmorillonite suspensions (Extrapol.)
Kaolinite powder acoustic 57.9 - 85.9 [70]
Kaolinite powder indentation 40.3 ± 8.8 [21
Illite in epoxy (MicroMech) 73.9 - 84.3 [70]
Smectite/Illite 51.5 [70]
Montmorillonite 44.7 - 54.5 [70]
Chlorite 82.2 - 214.0 [70]
Kaolinite/Illite/Smectite in shales with porosity indentation 8.0 - 14.2 [21]
Table 4.7: Reported elastic stiffness values of clay minerals. For purpose of comparison, values
are expressed, if possible, as indentation stiffness.
4.4 Chapter Summary
The results presented in this chapter provide material phase properties at Level I and will be
extremely valuable as input parameters in homogenization models. The stiffness properties
of quartz (measured in situ in sandstone) were confirmed. From use of the dual indentation
technique and hardness measurements, the cohesive strength of quartz was estimated. A grid
technique for nanoindentation on heterogenous materials was employed and the results of this
technique were presented in frequency plots and spatial maps for both indentation modulus and
hardness.
An innovative ab inito approach was used to classify indentation responses and to estimate
the stiffness of the porous clay at Level I. This stiffness compares favorably with other at-
tempts to measure clay stiffness, including the results of indentation experiments on shales. In
summary, the results of this chapter complete the material characterization at Level I.
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Chapter 5
Reconstruction of Microstructure
Before continuing with experiments to determine the mechanical properties at higher levels, it is
worthwhile to take a closer look at the results of the nanoindentation experiments. Specifically,
the set of responses that were identified as being associated with a 'thin film' of clay on a sand
grain are considered. In this chapter, these 'thin film' results are employed in a reverse
analysis of the thin film problem to reconstruct the microstructure of the sandstones. In fact,
it is possible to estimate the volume fractions of porous clay and grains from the results of
nanoindentation.
Many researchers have attempted to reconstruct the microstructure of random composite
media using statistical techniques, computer modeling, and digital imaging [73], [1], [65]. Fol-
lowing similar reasoning, this chapter demonstrates the ability to reconstruct the microstructure
and estimate volume fractions of a composite material through a careful analysis of the nanoin-
dentation data and the use of thin film analysis. A few assumptions allow the estimation of the
grain distribution under the clay layer from the indentation modulus maps involving thin-films:
from a 2-D representation, it is possible to get a 3-D snapshot of the phase distributions.
5.1 Thin Film Analysis
The indentation test is a surface test, but as noted earlier, it gives access to volumetric material
properties such that material 5 to 10 times deeper than the indentation depth influences the
eventual result. We are interested here in the nanoindentation P - h curves that fall in the
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"Thin Film" category (see Section 4.3), where this influence is obvious. These curves tend to
result in stiffnesses between the two extremes corresponding to the pure clay layer and to the
sand grains. The "Thin Film" curves are normally composed of a loading phase, a creep phase
and an unloading phase and have the typical shape of Type 1 curves (see Fig. 4-7). This implies
that self-similarity is not broken and that a thin film model can be used (see Section 3.3.4) such
that an equivalent indentation modulus, a combined response of the film and substrate system,
is measured. In fact, our understanding of sandstones from the ESEM images suggests that the
clays do often exist as thin layer deposited on the sand grains. Using the Perriot and Barthel
model [57], Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), we realize we can invert the equations:
a 
_s Mf
t = - ) (5.1)
X Meq - Mf
where M8 , Mf, and Meq, are the indentation moduli of the substrate, film, and equivalent
system, respectively, and where a is the contact radius of the indentation, the exponent q ~
-1.2, and x is given by Eq. (3.23). This expression allows us to determine the thickness t of a
thin film each time we measure a thin-film indentation modulus, given that the contact radius a
of the indentation and the indentation moduli of the substrate (sand grain) and thin-film (clay)
are also known. Indeed, this analysis may be applied to each indentation modulus and will give
very small thicknesses for indentations on grains and very large thicknesses for indentations on
pure clay.
Thus, the constant input parameters of the thickness calculation are the stiffness of the
film (clay) and the substrate (sand grain), the measured stiffness at each grid point, and the
contact depth at each grid point (to calculate the contact radius). The output of this step is
a thickness at each grid point.
5.2 From Thickness to Volume
Figure 5-1 shows a schematic drawing showing how the thickness values are converted to discrete
pieces of volume. An indentation test occurs in the center of each grid space, 1, and the thickness
of the thin film is calculated for each indentation using Eq. (5.1). In cases where the measured
indentation modulus is very close to the indentation modulus of the grain, the thickness of the
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IFigure 5-1: Schematic drawing of dimensions and terms used in the volumetric reconstruction
of granular composites.
thin film, t, is set to zero. In cases where the calculated thickness is greater than the radius,
R, of the grains, the thickness is set to the radius, R. By taking the characteristic depth equal
to the grain radius, the surface slice is representative of the average distribution of the grains
in the sandstone. This second step assumes that the thin film has the same thickness over one
square of the grid. The volume fraction of grains is then calculated by:
-1 (12 (R - t)) =1 E (R - t)(52f,= n E 12R n R
n n
where n is the number of indentations considered.
In essence, this reconstruction method treats the thickness of the clay layer in discrete
chunks, as if they were pixels of a picture. Such a pixel representation is easily implemented in
a computer program that automatically processes the results of the indentation modulus maps.
The algorithm used is summarized:
1. Obtain the input parameters: The average grain radius, R, the indentation modulus of
the thin film (clay), Mf, the indentation modulus of the substrate (sand grain), M, and
the equivalent indentation moduli measured by indentation, Meq.
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Mf Ms R igrid
[GPa] [GPa [ pm] [pm]
64 8.5 96 10 20
683 7 96 20 20
1104 7 96 40 20
Table 5.1: Input parameters for the pixel reconstruction method.
2. Calculate the thickness, t, of the thin film at each grid point using Eq. (5.1).
3. Subtract the thickness at each point, t, from the average grain radius,
result by R. This is the volume fraction of each pixel element.
4. Sum the pixel volumes and divide by the number of indentations, n.
volume fraction of grains.
R and divide this
This result is the
5.3 Limitations
To give an accurate estimate of the volume fractions, certain conditions on the grid size and
number of indentations should be met. To capture the general shape of the grains, the grid
size should be smaller than the grain size. At the same time, the relationship between grains
is important, so the overall dimension of the indented area should be large enough to capture
at least several grains. These criteria may be summarized by:
'grid < Rgrain < V/-ilgrid (5.3)
where 'grid is the grid spacing, Rgrain is the radius of the grain, and n is the number of indents
in the grid. The moduli mismatch ratio is also a limitation on the resolution of the procedure.
If the mismatch ratio is close to one (both materials have similar stiffness), estimation of the
thickness of the thin film will be unreliable.
5.4 Application
Table 5.1 shows the input parameters used for each sandstone sample. The stiffness of the
grains, M, is constant for each sample, with the value obtained from single grain indentation
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Pixel Grain
Method Size Mineralogy
64 54.2 56.0 55.3
683 60.9 59.4 59.4
1104 96.2 55.8 53.3
Table 5.2: Grain volume fractions (given in percentages) determined from indentation modu-
lus maps using the thin-film, pixel method, compared with values found from the grain size
distribution.
(Sec. 4.1), while the stiffness of the clay layer is taken from the results of the grid nanoinden-
tation (see Sec. 4.3.1). The mean grain size is estimated from the change in slope of the grain
size distributions (see Fig. 2-6), but if this data is unavailable, a rough estimate may also be
made from ESEM images (Fig. 2-2). Equivalent indentation moduli and contact depths for
each indentation test are the remaining inputs, which are provided.
A graphical representation of the results of this procedure is shown in Figure 5-2. Table
5.2 summarizes the values obtained with this procedure for the different sandstone samples:
sandstone 64, sandstone 683, and sandstone 1104. A comparison with the values obtained
from the grain-size distribution (Tab. 2.5) and mineralogy (Tab. 2.7) shows that the 'pixel
method' proposed here gives results that closely match the grain volume fractions obtained
from the grain size distribution results for sandstone 64 and 683. The 'pixel method,' however,
greatly overestimates the grain volume fraction for sandstone 1104. Referring to the grain size
distribution presented in Section 2.4 and the visual observations presented in Section 2.2, the
size of the sand grains in this sample are on the order of 100 pum. This is significantly larger
than the grains in the other two samples. As a result, with a grid size of 20 ,am and 100 indents,
the area part of the criteria given in Eq. (5.3) is not met.
5.5 Chapter Summary
The ability to estimate volume fractions of composite materials from nanoindentation and a
general understanding of the morphology is an exciting and promising technique. Use of
the thin film analysis takes advantage of all of the data collected during nanoindentation.
The results permit a reconstruction of the sandstone microstructure based only on mechanical
testing. The excellent comparison of volume fractions, within the limitations of the model,
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Figure 5-2: Results of the "Pixel" method for thin film analysis. The height of the bars
corresponds to the height of the sand grains above some point. Flat black areas are regions
where the sand grain was deep enough so as not to be felt by nanoindentation. Top, Sample
64. Middle, Sample 683. Bottom, Sample 1104.
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gives good confidence that the technique can be applied to other composites with large stiffness
contrasts. This comparison also provides evidence that the analysis presented in Section 4.3.1
to obtain the material phase properties is accurate.
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Chapter 6
Microindentation Investigation and
Dynamic Measurements
To complete the material characterization at each level, properties at Level II and Level III were
measured. Microindentations, indentation tests performed to depths on the orders of microns
to tens of microns, were used to attempt to assess properties near the scale of the grain sizes
(Level II in Fig. 2-7). In general, the principles, methods, and analysis techniques used in the
nanoindentation experiments all apply to the microindentation as well. One caveat to these
results, however, is that the chosen scale does not quite meet the scale separability conditions
(Eq. (4.6)) for continuum indentation analysis, as the size of test volume is of the same order
of magnitude as the size of the sand grains. As a result, some interference of microstructure
with the indentation test is to be expected. Nonetheless, new information becomes available
from the results of these tests. Dynamic measurements were also performed on companion
sandstone samples. These measurements give access to macroscopic stiffness properties.
6.1 Microindentation Results
A summary of the Berkovich microindentation results is shown in Table 6.1 and a summary
of the cube corner microindentation results is shown in Table 6.2. The microindentation
experiments proved to be more difficult to execute than expected as reflected by the smaller
percentage of accepted tests compared to the nanoindentation experiments. The unaccepted
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Sample # No. Pa [mN] hma [nm] M [GPa] H [GPa
(acc(*)) /I a y 0u f_ 07_ _- or
64 100 (93) 1421 1021 13217 2104 15.0 9.9 1.53 1.28
683 100 (66) 921 463 11848 1790 8.6 2.7 0.39 0.26
1104 100 (74) 1075 844 11140 1667 9.7 4.9 0.60 0.59
64 - small load 200 (128) 285 154 3054 152 28.4 14.0 2.03 1.36
Table 6.1: Summary of Berkovich micro-indentation program on three sandstone materials,
together with mean-values (/e) and standard deviation (a) of the maximum applied force and
maximum rigid indenter displacement. (*) 'acc' stands for number of accepted data considered
in the analysis of the results.
Sample # No. Pmax [mN hmax [nm] M [GPa] H [GPa]
(acc(*)) p or p 1 y A y-' p -
64 100 (85) 345 224 13741 2159 13.4 8.8 0.93 0.80
683 100 (75) 361 234 14000 2695 9.7 6.3 1.07 0.86
1104 100 (80) 609 368 13550 2241 15.8 9.8 2.00 1.63
Table 6.2: Summary of cube corner micro-indentation program on three sandstone materials,
together with mean-values (p) and standard deviation (a) of the maximum applied force and
maximum rigid indenter displacement. (*) 'acc' stands for number of accepted data considered
in the analysis of the results.
tests were easily identified by P - h curves containing only a few points before they were
terminated as a displacement threshold was achieved.
Two different target depths were used in these experiments (although the test is load con-
trolled, the microindenter allows for a depth cut-off). For sandstone 64, a target depth of
3,000 nm was specified to measure the properties at a length scale of approximately 10 -15 Pm,
slightly less than the average sand grain size. Based on a preliminary analysis of the sandstone
64 microindentations, a larger depth of 12,000 nm was chosen for further microindentations on
all the samples; thus the length scale under investigation was between 40 - 60 pm. This is the
size of a typical sand grain in the samples. The difference in the results of these series clearly
shows the importance of choosing an appropriate scale of investigation while also providing new
information about the individual samples.
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Figure 6-1: A P - h curve from microindentation on Sample 683 showing a jump in load that
may arise from local fracture in the influenced material volume. Several of these types of curves
were encountered in each sample.
6.2 Microindentation Discussion
Compared to the nanoindentation tests, a much higher percentage of microindentation tests
were deemed unacceptable. The response of the P - h curve showing a few low load and high
displacement points may be a result of indenting on or near large pore spaces, or it may have
arisen from local fracture of the samples. Each cause has a very different implication for the
overall behavior of the material. A definitive answer to the question may be found in the
P - h curves of indentation tests. These curves often showed a small horizontal discontinuity
in the loading branch; the indenter tip felt a significant jump in measured displacement with
no corresponding change in load. Figure 6-1 displays one of these types of curves. Researchers
indenting on crystalline materials [51] have associated this kind of behavior with the nucleation
of dislocations. A similar phenomenon may be occurring in the sandstone samples, but at a
much larger scale. If this assumption is correct, slips and fractures of greater magnitude could
take place as well, thus explaining most of the rejected tests.
Figure 6-2 shows the frequency plots of indentation modulus and hardness for the initial,
lower depth experiments with sample 64. This frequency plot shows a pattern very much like
the one observed in the nanoindentation experiments (see Fig. 4-10). There are at least three
identifiable peaks: one at about 10 GPa, another near 20 GPa (with some ancillary peaks at 35
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and 40 GPa), and the third at 55 GPa. The peaks themselves are closer to one another here
than at the nanoindentation (Level I) scale, suggesting that some mechanical homogenization
is observed as the various phases are felt in combinations.
Figure 6-3 shows the frequency plots of indentation modulus for the larger depth microin-
dentation experiments. There are several interesting features in these plots. The mechanical
homogenization effect is even more apparent at the larger depths. In samples 683 and 1104, no
indentation modulus values were recorded above 25 GPa, and each sample exhibits a primary
peak (and an overall average, as reported in Table 6.1) of slightly less than 10 GPa.
The hardness frequency plot for the lower load testing on sample 64 is shown in Figure
6-2. In this set of tests, the hardness values are almost randomly distributed between 0 and 4
GPa. The hardness frequency plots for all three samples are shown in Figure 6-4. In the tests
with higher loading the hardness measured from microindentations is much like the hardness
measured in nanoindentations with a large peak, or peaks, somewhere between 200 and 400
MPa. This similarity is the expected result since hardness is a surface dominated measure and
we expect to fail the clay phase during microindentation in the same way as nanoindentation.
Figures 6-5 and 6-6 present the frequency plots for the cube corner microindentations. The
hardness frequencies show a highly random distribution. The indentation modulus frequencies,
on the other hand, display a consistent major peak around 11 GPa and a consistent minor peak
around 20 GPa.
6.3 Dynamic Measurements
Level III of the multi-scale microstructure considers the sandstone in bulk. This is the scale
traditionally encountered by engineers, and properties of various sandstones at this scale have
been studied and cataloged in various ways [69]. Sandstones have generally been shown to
exhibit non-linear elastic behavior, with a stiffness dependent on the confining pressure of a
given sample. Thus, a complete description of the elasticity includes reported values at various
confinement pressures.
Ultrasonic dynamic testing is a useful and convenient method of assessing the stiffness
of geomaterials, including sandstones [3]. In these tests, ultrasonic pulses are transmitted as
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Sample psat VP Vs V M
[g/_cm_ [m/s] [m/s) [Gsa] [GPa]
60 2.53 4310 2631 30.23 - 34.62 0.206 - 0.186 31.58 - 35.87
67 2.53 4146 2445 27.76 - 30.87 0.212. - 0.210 29.06 - 32.30
679 2.49 4350 2734 29.34 - 36.29 0.210 - 0.212 30.72 - 37.99
1100 2.53 4704 2673 31.12 - 35.52 0.282 - 0.307 33.84 - 39.21
Table 6.3: Macroscopic elastic properties measured by ultrasonic frequency testing at a confining
pressure of 9.7 to 19.7 MPa. [45]
compressional waves (P-waves) and shear waves (S-waves) through the sample and the velocities
of these waves are measured. Ultrasonic testing of sister sandstone samples was performed by
Aramco [45]. Wave velocities were measured on drained samples under varying confinement.
The measured velocities may be converted to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio by [3]:
PsatV 2 (3V02 - 4V 2 )Ed = - (6.1)
(V2 _V2)
V 2  2V 2
'ld -- (V SV ' (6.2)
where V and V, are the measured P- and S-wave velocities, and Psat is the wet density of the
material. The ultrasonic test measures undrained properties of a porous material. The sample
is fully drained with each increment of confining pressure, but the pulses move too quickly for
any movement of pore fluid to take place.
Figure 6-7 displays the calculated Young's modulus for the four tested samples (samples 60
and 67 here both correspond to indented sample 64), plotted against confining pressure. For
comparison with a linear homogenization schemes, elasticity at low confinement is considered.
There appear to be only slight differences in the undrained macroscopic elastic properties be-
tween the four samples. In fact, sample 1100 has higher a stiffness than samples 60 and 67,
despite the fact that the sister sample, 1104 has lower grain density and higher porosity. This
difference highlights the highly heterogeneous nature of sandstones. Table 6.3 summarizes the
elastic properties (at a confining pressure range of 10 to 20 MPa) at the macroscopic scale,
with indentation moduli calculated for direct comparison.
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Figure 6-7: Dynamic Young's modulus, Ed, versus confining pressure for the four tested sand-
stones [45].
6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented results, in terms of indentation modulus and hardness, of microin-
dentation testing on the three sandstone samples. The results of this chapter demonstrate
the mechanical homogenization of sandstone; as the investigated scale increases, the measured
microindentation properties occupy a much narrower band of values compared to the nanoin-
dentation results. Some of the curves had shapes suggesting localized fractures occurred during
indentation. A comparison of tests with two different target loads also demonstrated the im-
portance of scale separability in indentation on heterogenous composites. In addition, dynamic
measurements on the three sandstones were performed to give elastic properties of the sand-
stones at Level III. The results presented in this chapter, in combination with the results from
nanoindentation, complete the material characterization at the levels available to mechanical
testing.
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6.5 Part I Summary
This first part of the thesis began with the development of a multi-scale think model based
on observations from microscopic imaging, porosimetry, and grain size measurements. This
model considers sandstone at four distinct scales. Next, the theory and analysis of indentation
techniques were presented as a means to measure mechanical properties at each scale. These
techniques were then employed, along with dynamic measurements, to find properties at the
three scales accessible to current nanotechnology. An innovative technique was used to cate-
gorize the material responses of nanoindentation tests and to identify specific phase properties
in the heterogeneous sandstones. In addition, a novel method to reconstruct composite mi-
crostructure and estimate volume fractions from nanoindentation was presented. With the
completion of the experimental micromechanics campaign on the sandstones, an understanding
of the morphology, volume fractions, and material phase properties - all of which are essential
for micromechanical modeling - are in place.
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Part II
Multi-scale Micromechanical
Modeling of Poroelastic Properties
of Sandstones
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Chapter 7
Existing Models of Sandstone
Elasticity
The aim of the second part of this thesis is to translate the knowledge gained about microstruc-
ture and properties of sandstone at multiple scales into predictive engineering tools for sandstone
properties. Our focus here will be on the poroelastic properties of sandstones. Divided into
four chapters, this second part begins with a chapter reviewing previously developed models.
Shortcomings of these models motivate the development of a new multi-scale model. The de-
tails of this new model and its derivation are given in the second chapter of this part. The third
chapter of this part focuses on the calibration and validation of the new model for the three
considered sandstones, and the last chapter illustrates the use of this model as an engineering
prediction tool for sandstone data found in the literature.
Rigorous development of predictive engineering upscaling schemes requires three sets of
information about the material: (1) an identification of the various material phases and their
individual properties, (2) a knowledge of the volume fractions of the material phases, and (3) an
understanding of the morphology of the material phases and the overall sample. For a model
considering poroelastic properties of sandstones, the quantitative results presented in Part I
comprehensively provide the needed information about the material phases, their properties,
and their volume fractions. Morphology of the material phases and the sandstone samples
were also considered in Part I, and a close examination of these results leads to a choice of
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micromechanical models. There have been many efforts to relate porosity with elasticity (for
example [48], [34], [54], [33], [46], and others) considering both the porosity and the clay content
of sandstones. This chapter examines these efforts in the context of the three-part approach
to micromechanical modeling.
7.1 Porosity - Voigt Bound
Among the simplest (and subsequently most popular) models predicting sandstone elasticity is
the one proposed by Nur et al. [54]. The authors propose a critical porosity model based on
a modified Voigt approximation for overall porosities below the critical porosity. Above the
critical porosity, they propose a switch to a modified Reuss approximation. Their empirical
estimate for critical porosity is OC = 0.39; essentially it separates the response of clay cemented
sandstones from "clean" sandstones. For # less than kc,
S= (I -) sand + Ac (7.1)
where
(7.2)
and where
MC= + (7.3)
Msand Mciay
and where fl can be either the bulk or shear modulus. This model is simple because it ignores
the morphology of the sandstone. It is useful as a quick, upper bound estimate, but models
that consider more details about sandstones, including morphology and clay content, should
provide better, more complete results.
This model may be applied to data from the literature, [34], [10], and [9], which give
information about the volume fractions of the phases in sandstones, the total density of the
sandstone, and the velocities of P- and S-waves through the sandstones. These velocities and
densities are converted to undrained Young's modulus by Eq. (6.1). Using the bulk and shear
moduli of sand (K, = 45 [GPa], G, = 36 [GPa], see Sec. 4.1 and [35]) and Nur et al.'s [54]
suggested values for clay (K, = 36 [GPa], G, = 5.69 [GPa]), the Nur model is applied to the
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Figure 7-1: Crossplot of predicted versus measured undrained Young's modulus, Es, using the
Nur, et. al. (1991) empirical model for various sandstones.
indented sandstones and the literature data. A crossplot of the Nur model's predicted and
measured values is shown in Figure 7-1. As expected, the model provides a clear upper found
of the actual stiffness values. The correlation coefficient, r, for this model, calculated for all
the data, is 0.798 and the coefficient of determination, r 2 , is 0.636.
7.2 Fitted Empirical Models
Another approach to prediction of sandstone elasticity is to take a purely empirical view of the
problem. Han et al. [34], using the data they collected on a wide range of different sandstones,
fit stress wave velocities as linear functions of porosity, 0, and clay content, fe:
V, = 5.59 - 6.930 - 2.81f, (7.4a)
V = 3.52 - 4.91# - 1.89fc (7.4b)
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undrained Young's modulus, Es, using the Han, et. al. (1986) empirical model for various
sandstones.
where the velocities are given in km/ s.
The fitted Han model may be applied to the same literature data as before, along with
the data from the indented sandstones. Again, velocities and densities are converted to the
undrained Young's modulus by Eq. (6.1). Since the total density depends on the porosity and
the clay content, its inclusion leads to a non-linear relation between Es, q$, and fc. A crossplot
of the Han model's fitted, extrapolated, and measured values is shown in Figure 7-2. Note
that the data set labeled "Han et al. (1986)" was the one used to fit this model. This data is
not included in the calculation of the correlation coefficient (r = 0.957) and the coefficient of
determination (r 2 = 0.915).
More modifications may be made to this kind of empirical model to account for other factors,
such as the confinement pressure. The model proposed by Eberhart-Phillips et al. [29] is an
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example of this. They propose the relations:
V = 5.77 - 6.94# - 1.73 f5 + 0.446 (Pe - e- 6 .7 Pe) (7.5a)
V = 3.70 - 4.94# - 1.57 f5 + 0.361 (Pe - e- 6 7Pe) (7.5b)
where Pe is the effective pressure, given in kbar, which is the difference of confining pressure and
pore pressure. Given the trends seen in Figure 6-7, where the dynamic moduli level off above
for higher confinement pressures, this additional parameter is most useful when accounting for
the properties of sandstones at medium confining pressures. Since the data presented in this
thesis deal typically with low confinement pressures, the more important modification in this
model is the change to a square-root dependence on clay content. The authors assert that
this relationship better accounts for greater changes in stiffness with the initial addition of clay
to a clay-poor system and lesser changes in stiffness if the same amount of clay is added to a
clay-rich system.
The Eberhart-Phillips model may also be applied to the literature data and the indented
sandstones. The fitted, extrapolated, and measured values for Eberhart-Phillips model are
shown in Figure 7-3. Again, the data set labeled "Han et al. (1986)" was the one used for
fitting the model and is not included in the calculation of the correlation coefficient (r = 0.964)
and the coefficient of determination (r2 = 0.930).
As empirical, fitted descriptions, these proposals are not technically micromechanical models
at all. They do not take the stiffnesses of the individual material phases into account, and
morphology is again ignored. As a result, the models are quite inflexible in both the range of
materials they can describe and the properties they can estimate.
7.3 Contact Models
Other proposals for micromechanical models of sandstone have taken a detailed view of the
morphology of the microstructure. Attempts to treat only the grains of sandstone were con-
sidered by using the principles of Herztian contact to develop contact stiffnesses between two
sand grains. The contact stiffnesses are then translated into solid stiffnesses of the cemented
grains through granular mechanics relations such as those proposed by Digby (1981) [22] and
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Winkler (1983) [721. The resulting expressions are:
Kcontact n (1 - 00) Sn (7.6)
3K tat+3n (1 -q#0 )
Gcontact 3 ntact + 20 S' (7.7)
where n is the number of contact points per grain, #0 is the the porosity of the grain pack (i.e.
1 - f9), Sn is the normal contact stiffness, and Sr is the tangential contact stiffness.
A method proposed by Dvorkin et al. [26] extends this theory and is quite specific to
cemented granular materials such as sandstones. In fact, the method makes attempts to
mimic the microstructural morphology of the material quite closely. Figure 7-4 summarizes
the procedure. In the first step, contact stiffnesses between cemented grains are calculated.
Next, these contact stiffnesses are converted to a solid stiffness for the pack of grains. Finally, a
two-step self-consistent scheme is applied to add filling clay and micropores. Other researchers
have also reported success with this model [7].
Dvorkin et al. (1991) [27] demonstrated that the cementing layer between grains can be
approximated as an elastic foundation. This analysis permits the calculation of the normal
and tangential contact stiffness between two cemented grains as given by Dvorkin et al. (1994)
[28]. The details of this procedure are somewhat complex, but can be implemented in a
computational program such as Maple. Dvorkin et al. (1999) [26] have also provided a
numerical approximation.
The contact stiffnesses, however they are calculated, depend on a parameter, a = - where
a is the radius of the contact cement layer and R is the radius of the grains. This parameter
must be estimated, but from geometric considerations, there are two limit arrangements:
aa = 2  (1 f9 - ) 0.25 (7.8a)
2= 2(1 - f9 - #))O.5ab = ( 3fg
where f9 is the volume fraction of grains, # is the total porosity, and n is the number of contacts
between grains. The number of contacts must be estimated.
Using the numerical approximation, the normal contact stiffness, Sn, can be estimated by
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Figure 7-4: A graphical representation of the Dvorkin method, from [26]. Point A is the
uncemented grain pack. At point B, the clay-cemented grains are considered. At point C,
further clay is added to fill the intergranular spaces, and at point D, macropores are added to
the clay.
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the expression:
Sn = A, (An) a 2 + Bn (An) a + Cn (An) (7.9)
where the parameters An, Bn, and Cn are given by:
An= -0.024153Aj1. 36 46  (7.10a)
B = 0.20405An-j.8 9 008 (7.10b)
Cn = 0.00024649An'. 9 84 6  (7.10c)
and An is given by:
2Gc (1 - v 9) (1 - VC) (7.11)An (7.11)
,7rG9 1 - 2vc
where G, and vc are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of the clay, and G9 and v9 are the
shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of the sand grains.
The tangential contact stiffness, Sr, can be similarly estimated by the expression:
Sr = Ar (Ar, v) a 2 + Br (A',- v) a + C, (Ar, v) (7.12)
where the parameters Ar, Br, and C, are given by:
Ar = _10-2 (2.26V2 + 2.07v + 2.3) A?.079v2+0.1754v-1.342 (7.13a)
Br = (0.0573V2 + 0.0529v - 1.342) A?.0274v 2+0.0529v-o.8765 (7.13b)
Cr = -i0-4 (9.654v 2 + 4.945v + 3.1) Ao.01867V2+0.4011v-1.8186 (7.13c)
and Ar is given by:
Ar = G (7.14)
7rGg
The contact stiffnesses are then translated into solid stiffnesses of the cemented grains
through the modified granular mechanics relations (see Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7)):
KCCT = n (1 -0) McSn (7.15)6
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3 3n (1 -#)GCCT = 3 KCCT + 0 GcS (7.16)5 20
where Mc is the compressional modulus of the cementing clay, Gc is the shear modulus of the
cementing clay, 0 is the overall porosity, and n is the number of contact points. Once again,
the number of contact points must be estimated from the packing density of the grains.
The Dvorkin method finally employs a self consistent scheme to add filling clay in the
interstitial spaces and then to add pore space in the filling clay. Dvorkin et al. note that their
method gives significantly improved results over a single-step self consistent scheme because it
allows for greater control over the microstructure. Unfortunately, much of the "control" added
by the Dvorkin method comes from assumptions about the number of contacts per grain and
the fraction of clay that is "cementing" clay and the fraction that is "filling" clay, without
providing a truly robust means of estimating these parameters. Worse, the method does not
appropriately account for the poroelasticity of sandstones.
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The Dvorkin model may be applied to the literature data and the indented sandstones. The
stiffness properties of the sand grains remain as before (Kg = 45 [GPa], C9 = 36 [GPa]), while
the stiffness of clay was estimated (K, = 6.8 [GPa], G, = 2.0 [GPa]) [28], the first arrangement
(aa) was assumed, and the number of contact points, n, was assumed equal to 6 based on
the random packing limit of spheres [43]. In Figure 7-5, the crossplot shows that the Dvorkin
method produces more scattered results, although the scatter does not, on average, tend to
over or underpredict the stiffness. Only a few stiffnesses, however, are predicted well. Instead
the samples appear to fall into two groups; one group is consistently overpredicted and one
group is consistently underpredicted. It is likely that this has to do with one (or both) of the
two additional assumptions made in the Dvorkin model. There is a linear dependence on the
number of contact points, so a sample specific estimate based on the fraction of grains may be
more appropriate and might improve the results. The correlation coefficient (r = 0.568) and
coefficient of determination (r 2 = 0.322) are obviously much smaller than the ones from the
fitted models, but the merit of this model is that it is based on the physics of the deformation
of sandstone materials.
7.4 Chapter Summary - Motivation for a New Model
It is not surprising that the fitted models capture best the undrained elastic behavior of sand-
stones. In fact, their extrapolation capability is in large part a reflection of the quality of the
calibration process. Nonetheless, the fitted models do reflect the importance of considering
the porosity and the clay volume fraction as key parameters governing the elastic behavior of
sandstone. The problem with such models, however, is that they ignore the poroelastic be-
havior characterizing the in situ behavior of sandstones. Indeed, it is not possible to use these
models to predict the drained behavior of sandstones, or to estimate the effect of pressure in
the pore spaces on the deformation of sandstone.
The two micro-mechanics based models presented here are a first step towards a mechanics-
based prediction of sandstone behavior. The Nur model in particular recognizes the existence
of a porosity threshold at which sandstones exhibit a change in behavior. Such a threshold
brings to mind the idea of percolation, which definitely characterizes granular materials [43].
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On the other hand, by employing a simple mixture rule, the Nur model ignores the specific
morphology of sandstones as identified throughout Part I of this thesis. As a consequence,
its predictive capability of the undrained elasticity of sandstones is limited. Furthermore, it
does not attempt to capture the solid-fluid interaction characterizing sandstone as a porous
material. The Dvorkin model highlights the granular nature of sandstone and attempts to
introduce the physics of micro-deformation in a predictive model. A weakness of the model is
its reliance on fitted input functions, which are limited in their generality. In addition, as with
the other models, the Dvorkin model does not explicitly address the poromechanical nature of
sandstones.
The limitations of these existing models motivate the development of a new predictive model
for sandstone. The new model should aim to translate our understanding of the behavior of
sandstone at multiple scales into a microporomechanics based engineering tool.
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Chapter 8
Elements of Micro-Poromechanics of
Sandstones
The focus of this chapter is the development of a physically based micromechanical model for
sandstone. The model must acknowledge that sandstone is a porous material; in fact the
porosity exists at two separate scales. As a result, the model must consider the mechanical
behavior of porous materials, including the interaction of stresses and strains as well as porosity
changes and pore fluid pressures. Tools are developed to apply micromechanical principles to
the double-porosity system, and the multi-scale think model is a useful guide for identifying
phases and morphology at each level. The goal is a model which permits the estimation
of macroscopic poroelastic properties from elementary stiffnesses, volume fractions, and an
understanding of the morphology of sandstone. Eventually, this predictive model may be
applied to estimate the properties of real sandstone materials.
8.1 Micromechanics of Porous Media
The mechanics of porous media deal with the physical interaction of fluids and a porous solid.
Porous media are particularly common and important in geomechanics and research in this
area was the focus of much of Terzaghi's career at the turn of the 20th century. The theory
of poromechanics has since been updated and refined by such authors as Biot [11], Rice and
Cleary [61], and Coussy [20]. The macroscopic state equations of double-porosity systems are
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well known by now, reading in isotropic conditions [8], [20]:
F = KE1 + 2GEd - b1p1 1 - b2P2 1 (8.1a)
01 - 0, = biEv + + P2 (8.1b)
N 11  N 12
#2 - 002 = b2Ev + 1 + 2 (8.1c)N 2 1 N 2 2
where K is the drained bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus, b1 and b2 are the Biot coefficients,
and N 11 , N 1 2 , N2 1 , and N 22 are the Biot moduli of the system. These parameters are the
poroelastic constants. In addition, #1 - 0, is the change in porosity of the first pore space,
02 - 0 2 is the change in porosity of the second pore space, p1 is the pressure in the first pore
space, P2 is the pressure in the second pore space, F is the macroscopic stress tensor, and E is
the macroscopic strain tensor which may be decomposed:
1E = Ed + 1Ej1 (8.2)3
where Ed is the macroscopic strain deviator and E, = tr E is the macroscopic volumetric strain.
Micro-poromechanics, the application of micromechanics to porous media via poromechan-
ics, is a growing field of study thanks to the developments of Dormieux and co-workers [24] and
is being applied to cementitious materials [66], geomaterials [21], and even biological materials
[37]. The aim of micro-poromechanics is to derive the poroelastic constants of the material as
functions of phase properties, volume fractions and morphology.
The approach developed by Dormieux and co-workers [24] for porous materials is adopted
for sandstone, first at the scale of Level I for the clay particles and microporosity, and next at
the scale of Level II, where the porous clay is considered as a two-scale double porosity material
system. The multi-scale model and porosimetry investigation (Sec. 2.3) reveal that a small
scale porosity, a microporosity, exists as a function of the packing density of the elementary
clay particles. A larger scale of porosity, a macroporosity, is associated with the relationship
between the sand grain packing density and the clay content of the sandstone. Finally, the
microporomechanics approach is considered at the scale of Level III, where the porous clay is
mixed with the sand grains.
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8.2 Porosity Model
Dealing with a double porosity material system is a challenge. In fact, the information that is
available by testing is typically the total porosity of sandstones (see Section 2.3), the volume
of the pores normalized by the macroscopic volume:
= dV (8.3)
where V is the pore volume. Referring to V as the initial reference volume leads to the
definition of the porosity as a Lagrangian quantity; for which reason # is referred to as the
Lagrangian porosity. For simplicity, it is called simply 'porosity' throughout this thesis, but
we keep in mind that we deal with porosity with respect to an initial undeformed reference
volume.
In the case of a double-porosity system, the pore volume, V, comprises both the macrop-
orosity and the microporosity:
i0 = 001 + 002 (8.4)
where 0, and 02 are defined per unit of macroscopic volume. These porosity, however,
manifest themselves at different scales. In the sense of the multiscale think model for sandstone,
the entire porosity is included at Level II, i.e. below the macroscopic scale of Level III. Thus,
the macroporosity and microporosity at Level II are:
01 = 0  (8.5a)1-f 9
#12 = 02 (8.5b)1- f9
where f, is the grain volume fraction. The superscript II refers to Level II, and this notation
is employed throughout the rest of this thesis.
Furthermore, Level II of the sandstone microstructure is composed of the macroporosity
and the porous clay composite, which includes, at Level I, the microporosity. Therefore, at
level I, the microporosity is
=00 = 011 01 (8.6)
1 -02
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Figure 8-1: Terrns of the double-porosity model shown in the context of the multi-scale t hink 
model. 
and using Eq. (8 .5a) in Eq. (8 .6) gives : 
CP01 
<POI =--1---j-g-'------cp- O-2 (8.7) 
Figure 8-1 displays the described double-porosity model together with the volume fract ions of 
the other phases. T his double-porosity rnodel will be a key feature of our rnicromechanics 
model . 
8.3 Level '0' to Level I: The Porous Clay Composite 
The microporomechanics approach begins with the estimation of poroelastic properties at Level 
I fronl the elementary part icles of Level '0.' The elementary clay part icles of Level '0' pack 
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together and, with the intergranular porosity, form the porous clay of Level I. At this scale,
the material system is composed of a clay solid phase of packing density 1 - p0i and the
microporosity, pressurized by pressure pi. The initial volume fraction of microporosity (relative
to the volume fraction of porous clay), poi, is given by Eq. (8.7). At this scale, the material is
almost a classical, single-porosity porous material system in the sense of Biot's theory of porous
media.
The premise of the microporomechanics approach is to determine the poroelastic properties
of this porous clay composite. More generally, micromechanics considers the idea that macro-
scopic stress and strain states result from the combined effects of localized, microscopic stress
and strain states. A scale separability condition [75]
d < L (8.8)
where d is the characteristic dimension of the microstructural phases and L is the characteristic
dimension of the r.e.v. considered in continuum mechanics, must be met. By extension, if
a multistep procedure is used, each scale must be significantly larger than the one below, but
significantly smaller than the one above. This scale separability criterion is met between each
level of the multi-scale think model, so the application of micromechanics to this problem may
proceed.
8.3.1 Elements of Micro-poromechanics of the Porous Clay Composite
We begin by considering the porous clay composite of Level I with the microporomechanics
approach. In contrast to a macro-poromechanics approach, adopting a microporomechanics
approach requires consideration of the microscopic heterogeneous stress distribution, o (z), in
both the micropore domain, Qf, and the solid clay domain, Q':
k(z) (-z) - 9 (U) () 1 + 2( + o- (_) (8.9)
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together with:
(k ((z) , g (z)), ) P1 () (8.10)
(ks, gs) (QS) 0 (QS)
where (ks, g8) are bulk and shear modulus of the solid clay phase (Level '0') which are assumed
to be isotropic. The heterogeneous microscopic strain tensor, e (z), is related to the macroscopic
strain tensor, E, by the averaging relation:
E = (e (z))v = IJje (z) dV (8.11)
V
Analogously, the macroscopic stress, E, is related to the heterogeneous microstress, a (z), by:
' = a (z) dV (8.12)
The aim of micro-poromechanics is to link the microscopic state equation with the macro-
scopic state equation. To achieve this goal, it is convenient to break down the problem in
two sub problems. Figure 8-2 shows the two subproblems; the first sub-problem is completely
drained but has regular displacement boundary conditions, and the second sub-problem has a
zero-displacement boundary condition and a pressurized pore space.
First Sub-Problem: Completely Drained Conditions
The first sub-problem considers the empty porous material as an r.e.v. subjected at its boundary
to a regular displacement condition of the form:
onOV : '(z)=E-z (8.13a)
on' (z) -n(z) = 0 (8.13b)
This sub-problem defines a classical problem of solid micromechanics [75]. Solution of the
sub-problem proceeds by introducing a strain localization condition linking the macroscopic
strains and microscopic strains:
e' (z) = A (z) : E (8.14)
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Pressure,p
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p"
Figure 8-2: Schematic representation of the principle of Levin's theorem applied to poromechan-
ics. The poromechanics problem may be separated into two sub-problems, one with completely
drained conditions and the other with pressurized pore spaces and zero-displacement boundary
condition.
where A (z) is a fourth order strain concentration tensor. Because of Eq. (8.11), A (z) satisfies
the compatibility relation:
(1 - poj) (A (z))Q. + oi (A (z)) of = ff (8.15)
where I[ is the fourth order unit tensor. Then using (8.14) in (8.9) and substituting the result
in (8.12) yields the stress equation of state for the first sub-problem:
Kj Ev1 + 2GomEd (8.16)
where KIom and GIom are the homogenized bulk and shear modulus of the clay composite in
the drained situation:
Khom
Ghom
= (k (z) A' ( ))V = (1 - Spoi) ks (A') Q.
= (g (_) Ad ())V = (1- o1) g (A dX)f
(8.17a)
(8.17b)
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where A' and Ad are the volumetric and deviator strain concentration factors. Furthermore,
in this sub-problem, the change of porosity is:
((p - pol) = po1 (tr E' (_)),f = pol (A') Q E, (8.18)
Second Sub-Problem: Zero-Displacement Boundary
The second sub-problem considers that the pore space is pressurized, while the r.e.v. is subjected
to a zero-macroscopic displacement on the r.e.v. boundary:
on OV :" (z) = 0 (8.19a)
on OW :a" ( ) - _n (z) = -pin (z (8.19b)
This sub-problem is another classical problem of continuum micromechanics whose solution is
achieved by introducing Levin's theorem [75], which links a microscopic prestress to a macro-
scopic prestress by:
= (o. (z) : A (z))V (8.20)
Hence, using (8.10) in (8.20) gives the macroscopic stress:
" = -ooi (AV)Qf 1p (8.21)
Making use of the zero-displacement boundary condition of this sub-problem in Eq. (8.11) gives
E" = 0. As a result, any change in porosity must be matched by an opposite change in the
volume of the solid:
(p1 - = poi (tr e" (z))S- = - (1 - W01) (tr e" ( ))ns (8.22)
Then, the strain may be expressed in terms of stress by making use of the linear isotropic
elasticity of the solid response, tr e" (z) = 1 tr a" (z) /ks, giving:
31
(W1 - 01)" =-(1 - 001) 1k (tr a" (z),(8.23)
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Figure 8-3: Input and output parameters of the micromechanical model between Levels '0' and
I.
Furthermore, the stress averaging relation (8.12) gives:
E" = (1 - 0Poi) (" (z))g,+ Poi (" ()) (8.24)
Substitution of Eqs. (8.19b), (8.24) and (8.21) in Eq. (8.23) yields the change in porosity for
the second sub-problem:
(91 - poi)" = ((A')g - 1)piks
(8.25)
Superposition of Sub-Problems
Finally, from a superposition of the two sub-problems in terms of stresses, Eqs. (8.16) and
(8.21), and in terms of porosity changes, Eqs. (8.18) and (8.25), we recognize the classical
macroscopic state equations of a solid-pore composite, i.e. the classical Biot poroelastic state
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equations [111, [20]:
= KomEv1 + 2GIomEd - bipul (8.26a)
Vi - Voi = (Wl - Vol) + (V1 - Wo1)"
= bEv + (8.26b)
N1
where the poroelastic constants may be identified:
b,= (po (Av),, (8.27a)
- ((Av)a - 1) (8.27b)
Hence, the contribution of micro-poromechanics is that the macroscopic poroelastic constants
of the material, K'om, Glom, b{, and N', can be directly determined from the knowledge of the
solid stiffness, k8 , 9, the packing density 1 - Vol of the clay particles, and the morphology
embodied in the strain concentration factors AV and Ad. Figure 8-3 graphically summarizes
this homogenization and recalls the input and output parameters at this step.
8.3.2 Self-Consistent Estimates of the Porous Clay Composite
As shown in the multi-scale model (Sec. 2.2.4), the clay particles forming the solid phase at
Level I can be considered as particulate matter. Thus, the choice of strain concentration factors
AV and Ad to be used in the evaluation of the poroelastic constants (Eqs. (8.17) and (8.27))
must match this morphology. Such a granular morphology is best captured by the self-consistent
(or polycrystal) scheme. Originally introduced by Hershey [38] and Kroner [47], it is based, for
the isotropic case, on averaging all of the contact forces of a sphere; thus mimicking well the
particulate nature of the material. The general expressions of the strain concentration factors
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for a phase I are given by [75]:
(A') Q -
Kd A)Q -
where fr are volume fractions, kr
asc and #'c are given by:
\ \hom /
AYsc (1 ascKk )>
x [ fr 1+SC(KhO )
A ,sc (1+0 (G 1)
horn )) -1xE fr (1 + 38c (Gho
and g, are bulk and shear modulus of individual phases, and
ase = 
3 Khom
3Khom + 4Ghom
. _6(Khom + 2Ghom)
5(3Khom + 4Ghom)
These expressions incorporate the very idea of the self-consistent scheme; individual phases are
inclusions embedded in a medium having the properties of the homogenized medium, Khom and
Ghom. As a result, however, the estimation of the poroelastic properties with the self-consistent
scheme gives a non-linear problem. Indeed, applied to the two-phase (solid and pore space)
composite, the localization factors are
(AV)Qf
KA d)
= AV'SC 1- asc) 'Po + Po
Vl 
- asc k + as 1= Ad's = (1 -#sc) ( i - -
V A(= 1 - '35C 1 +38 ( G
(8.30a)
(8.30b)
where k. and g, are the bulk and shear moduli of the solid phase, and p o is the microporosity
as defined by Eq. (8.7). Use of Eq. (8.30) in Eq. (8.17) with some algebraic simplification
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(8.28a)
(8.28b)
(8.29)
yields:
KI'sc _ s I __o__8.31aKhom = k 1 - 1 (8.31a)
GI'h - g- Q- 1 Vol,, (8.31b)
Furthermore, use of (8.28) in (8.27) yields:
b 1 - (8.32a)1- cscI
N ascI Vo (8.32b)NI ks (I -- acscI )
Figure 8-4 displays for different Poisson's ratios (v = 0; 0.25; 0.5) the functional dependence
of Kj.m/ks and Gh'o/g, on the nanoporosity Vol. The figure highlights one key feature of
the self-consistent scheme, which is its capacity to capture a percolation threshold at a clay
packing density of 1 - Vol = 0.5. This percolation threshold is consistent with the loose limit
packing density of granular mechanics of 52%, which is the lowest load-bearing packing density
of mono-sized spheres [43].
8.4 Level I to Level II: Double-Porosity Clay Composite
The previous section demonstrates the important role micro-poromechanics plays to establish
the link between intrinsic properties of the heterogeneous material system and macroscopic
poroelastic behavior. Application of similar principles is imperative for subsequent levels of
upscaling. Care must be taken, however, in the homogenization between Level I and Level II.
At the transition between these levels there are now two scales of porosity (recall Section 2.3
for evidence of this); one at the scale of Level I, and one at the scale of Level II. Relative to the
volume of porous clay and macropores, the porosities are given by Eq. (8.5) which we recall:
1 1 - f (8.33a)
1 - fg
#02 = -0 (8.33b)1 -fg
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Figure 8-4: Self-consistent scheme predictions of K/ks and G/g, versus porosity for different
Poisson's ratios. The percolation threshold at a porosity of 0.5 is clearly evident.
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where f9 is the volume fraction (or packing density) of the sand grains. The interaction between
different pressures and solid stresses at the different scales is an important consideration [5],
[71], [8]. Analysis proceeds similarly to the simple case of the two-phase material system
examined in Section 8.3, but considers now as input the upscaled behavior of Level I.
8.4.1 Elements of Micromechanics of the Two-Scale Double Porosity Model
Following the micro-poromechanics approach, a heterogeneous stress distribution is considered
in two phases: the porous clay phase, QC, and the macropore domain, QP that make up the
r.e.v. at Level II. Analogously to (8.9) this distribution is:
= k (z) g (z)e () 1 + 2g (z) _ (z) + o (8.34)
together with the following distributions of k (.z), g (z), and cP (z):
KIoGio)(QC) -bpl (QC)
(k (z_)(QP) ,(( -P21  (QP) (8.35)
(K Om,1 G1om) (QC) --bIJP1 (QC)
where the poroelastic stress equation of state from Level I (Eq. (8.26)) is an input of the Level II
homogenization. In addition, we consider two pore pressures, one in the microporosity, p, and
the other in the macroporosity, P2. Given the different sizes of the two pore spaces (see Fig 2-5),
it is very likely that the pressures in each pore space are not equal in many applications. With
the heterogeneous distribution in place, the problem is again broken down in two sub-problems.
First Sub-Problem: Completely Drained Conditions
The first sub-problem corresponds to the completely drained situation, i.e. P1 P2 = 0,
considering that the r.e.v. is subjected to the regular displacement boundary condition:
onOV : '(z)=E-.z (8.36a)
on 3QP : c' (z) n (z) = 0 (8.36b)
in QC : p = 0 (8.36c)
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A straightforward application of classical micromechanics relations yields:
= KjImE 1 + 2GIomEd (8.37)
where K1I' and GI are the drained isotropic elastic constants of the (empty) double porosityhom horn
material:
KjI = (k (z) Av (1)) = (1 - 0,1) KIom (Av)ac (8.38a)
GIlm = g (z) Ad (z))v (1 0,I) GIom KAd (8.38b)
where (A),c and KAd),, now stand for the volumetric and deviatoric strain localization factors
averaged over the material domain QC in the two-phase material system. These factors obey
the compatibility condition, Eq. (8.15), reading here:
(A' (z))V = # (A , + (1 - 0,I) (Asc = 1; i = v, d (8.39)
The porosity at each scale may change. The microporosity change for the first sub-problem
is:
(#11 - #)'= (1 - #) (1 - SOl)' = (1 - #6) b{ (tre/ (e) b'Ev (8.40a)
= (1 - #4) b (AV)ac (8.40b)
where b{ is the Biot coefficient of the porous clay composite defined by Eq. (8.32a). The
macroporosity change for the first sub-problem is:
(#,1 - #,I) = # 01(tr E' (z)) W =b'E (8.41a)
b1 = 001 (Av)g, (8.41b)
There is now, for Level II, a Biot coefficient for each pore space. The Level II Biot coefficient
for the microporosity, b{', is homogenized from the Level I Biot coefficient in much the same
way as elastic properties. The Level II Biot coefficient for the macroporosity, bW, is found in
much the same way as the Level I Biot coefficient was found for microporosity (see Eq. (8.27a)).
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Second Sub-Problem: Zero-Displacement Boundary
In the second sub-problem, a zero-displacement boundary is imposed while both pore spaces
are pressurized. Formally, these conditions are:
on OV : " (z) = 0 (8.42a)
on O : " ( ) _ (z) = -P2n () (8.42b)
in Qc : o" (z) (K m - EGom) " (z) 1 + 2GIome" (z) - bip1l (8.42c)
Application of Levin's theorem, Eq. (8.20), to the eigenstress distribution, Eq. (8.35), yields:
(a.P (z) : A (z))V = -bIp1l - bIp2 1 (8.43)
where b{' and bI' are the Biot coefficients defined by Eqs. (8.40b) and (8.41b). As in the first
sub-problem, the porosity at each scale may change. Following the poroelastic state equation
from Level I, Eq. (8.26b), the microporosity change for the second sub-problem is:
(#f - () = 1 ) bV(trE" (z)),c+ Pi(8.44)
The change in macroporosity for the second sub-problem is obtained by considering the strain
compatibility condition, Eq. (8.11), with the boundary condition, Eq. (8.42a), such that
E = 0. Thus any change in macroporosity must be matched by an opposite change in volume
of the porous clay phase:
(#2 - 02)" = 402 (tr e" (z)), = - (1 - ) (tr e"),, (8.45)
The stress averaging relation, Eq. (8.12), together with the state equation, Eq. (8.26a), in
this subproblem gives:
11El / tr.)v
E'M = tr E" 3 (tr g)
= (1 - 6) (-')c + #I (O-/u)P (8.46)
= (1 - #,I) Kiom (tr e"),c - (1 - #,I) bIp1 - #O2P2
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Equating this result with Eq. (8.43), yields:
(1 - #6) KhIom (tr el")= ((1 -#6)b, - b')pi - bI) p 2 (8.47)
Finally, use of Eq. (8.47) in Eqs. (8.44) and (8.45) gives the change in microporosity for given
pressures in either pore space:
(oII - O
P1 . P2 (8.48)
where two Biot moduli are needed to relate the pressure in each pore space to the change in
microporosity. These moduli are defined by:
1
K(1 q ( (bj
1 b 1
K{om (02 -- b')
Similarly, the change in macroporosity is given by:
Pi1 P2
I± N"I2
where two more Biot moduli relate the pressures to changes in macroporosity:
1
-
K (Ihorn (1 - ) b,)
1 - 1 N 1
N K' ( - #2)2121 7horn
(8.51a)
(8.51b)
Without difficulty, the symmetry of N2 = N2H can be verified.
Superposition of Sub-Problems
The identification of poroelastic properties is complete with the superposition of the two sub-
problems in terms of stresses, Eqs. (8.37) and (8.43), and porosity changes, Eqs. (8.40a) and
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Figure 8-5: Input and output parameters
II.
(8.50) and Eqs. (8.41a) and (8.48):
of the micromechanical model between Levels I and
= +'+ "=KjpmEv1+2G[,mEd - (b' P+ bp 2 ) 1
- (O - OH) + (OH - OH)"
-
(O - + (0I - OID
=bfEv + Pi+ _2
bE,, + P + P22 bN'E, ± +
The poroelastic properties are given by Eqs. (8.38), (8.40b), (8.41b), (8.49), and (8.51) and are
summarized:
Kjnm = (1 - #I) Khm (A)Pc
GIlr = (1 - 0,I) GIom KAd\
bf, = (1 - 0,I) b, (Av)Pc
1
N"~j
1
12
(8.53a)
(8.53b)
(8.53c)
(8.53d)
(8.53e)
(8.53f)
(8.53g)
01 (A(),)
02 -#6 ( bOf - bI) + 
K' (b0 - #
2horn
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(2 - 02)II
(8.52a)
(8.52b)
(8.52c)
Again, the power of microporomechanics is shown as the homogenized poroelastic properties
may be estimated from volume fractions, the poroelastic properties determined at Level I
(Khom, Gnom, b{ and Nf given by Eqs. (8.17) and (8.27)), and appropriate estimates of the
Level II concentration factors (A)%c and (Ad9c. Figure 8-5 recalls the multi-scale model
and summarizes the input and output parameters for the homogenization between Level I and
Level II.
8.4.2 Self-Consistent Estimates of Level '2' Poroelastic Properties
Choice of the Level II concentration factors depends on the morphology of the porous clay at
this scale. Returning again to the evidence presented in the multi-scale model (Sec. 2.2.3), the
choice of the self-consistent scheme may still be appropriate if the porous clays are considered
as being clumped into groups.
Implementation of the self-consistent scheme at Level II matches the implementation at
Level I since one of the two homogenized phases is pore space. Thus, by analogy with Eq.
(8.30), the localization factors are:
(Av), = Av'sc = (1 -- &02) + 1 0) (8.54a)0 21 1 - a sc'H K+Ie" 
-1
-'-I
A d = |= -- scII 02 SC + 12 (8.54b))OP 02 1 +'SCI II
where Kom and G om are the homogenized bulk and shear moduli from Level I, #1 is the
macroporosity at this scale, defined by Eq. (8.5b), and where asc,II and 3sc,'II are given by:
ascII _ 3Khom . scI _ 6(K[hm ± 2Ghjm) (8.55)
3KIm + 4Gm ' 5(3KIIm + 4GfIm)
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8.5 Level II to Level III: Double-Porosity Clay Composite and
Sand Grains
Sandstone at the macroscopic level is a sand-based granular material where the intergranular
space is filled by the Level II two-scale double porosity clay composite. The focus of the Level II
to Level III upscaling is to arrive at the macroscopic poroelastic state equations. The considered
material system is a two-phase material: the sand grains are defined by their volume fraction,
fg, which is easily obtained from the grain-size distribution (see Sec. 2.4), and their known
elastic properties, kg and gg. In turn, the double-porosity clay composite occupies the rest of
the volume and the behavior is defined by the state equations Eq. (8.52) and the poroelastic
properties are given by Eq. (8.53). The microporomechanics theory is readily adopted for this
upscaling.
8.5.1 Elements of Micro-Poromechanics of Sandstones
Proceeding as before, a heterogeneous stress distribution is introduced that considers the double-
porosity clay phase, QDP, and the grain phase, Q9 that make up the r.e.v. at Level III.
Analogously to (8.9), this distribution is:
a (z) = k(z) - g ()) e () 1 + 2g (g) e (z) + oP () (8.56)
where k (z), g (z) and crP (g) are, (making use of the Level '2' state equation, Eq. (8.52)),
distributed in the following way:
(k () , g (z)) - g gg o (z) = ( (8.57)
(KhoGhr) (QDP) _-bIp1 - bIP2 1 (QDP)
Again the two sub-problems are considered.
First Sub-Problem: Completely Drained Conditions
In the first subproblem, which corresponds to the completely drained situation, p, = P2 = 0,
application of a regular displacement boundary condition readily yields the stress equation of
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state:
E'= KI1f E,1 + 2GI,EdI (8.58)
where KIj and GIIm are the drained isotropic elastic constants of the Level III material:
KII (k))_ = KjIm + (kg - KlIm) 1f (AV)ag (8.59a)
GIo - {g(z) A ( -) = GIlr + (gg - GIr) fg {A d (8.59b)
where (Av)ta and (Ad), are the volumetric and deviatoric strain concentration factors aver-
aged over the sand grain phase.
Analogously to Eqs. (8.40a) and (8.41a), the micro- and macro-porosity changes at Level
III are derived by employing the Level II state equations, Eq. (8.52), for pi = p2 = 0, and
considering a strain localization condition (tr e') , = (Av) c Ev:
(01 -- 01) = (1 - fg) b{1 (tre' (z))e = bIIEv (8.60a)
(42 - 02) = (1 - fg) bW (tr E' (z_))QDP = b"Ev (8.60b)
where bI{" and bII" are the Level III Biot coefficients which are obtained through use of the
compatibility condition Ev' = (tr e' ())y * (1 - fg) (Av)c= 1 - fg (Av)ag:
bII = (1 - fg) b, (A),DP = b' (1 - fg (Av)a,) (8.61a)
b, = (1 - f9 ) bI1 (Av),DP = W (1 - fg (Av),g) (8.61b)
Second Sub-Problem: Zero-Displacement Boundary
Once again, the second sub-problem considers the zero-displacement boundary condition along
with the existence of pore pressure in both pore spaces. The derived expressions for the Biot
coefficients, Eq. (8.61) are readily confirmed by application of Levin's theorem (8.20) to the
eigenstress distribution in (8.57):
(oP (z) : A (Z))V = - (1 - fg) b{' (Av)gP P1 -- (1 fg) bI' (Av) DP P21 (8.62)
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In this second sub-problem, the changes in micro- and macro-porosity are given by analogy
with Eqs. (8.44) and (8.45) and the use of the Level II state equations, Eq. (8.52):
(1 - f= (1 - g) (b{I (tr e" (z)),DP + N"
2- ) = (1 - f) (bI (tr e" (_))o, +
(8.63a)
(8.63b)
The compatibility condition and the zero displacement boundary condition, which together give
E" = 0 in this sub-problem, imply that the volume change of porous clay must be matched by
an opposite change in volume of the sand grains:
(1 - fg) (tr e") DP = -f 9- (trEl) -f 9 (al 2. 9 /kg (8.64)
Furthermore, analogously to Eq. (8.46), the stress averaging in the subproblem yields:
Elf fg (a//0. 9 + (1 - fg) KIm tr e"),X - b1 -Ip2
- f9 ( ! g - Kom) -b{Ipj - VIp 2 (8.65)
Equating this result to
porosity changes in the
the expression in Eq. (8.62) and substituting in Eq. (8.63) yields the
sub-problem:
(1- 001)"
(02 - 002)"
___ P2
+ NIII
___+ P2
2 ~ 1 +2
(8.66a)
(8.66b)
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The symmetry of the Biot moduli, Nf2 " = NI'I may again be easily shown.
Supei-position of Sub-Problems
A superposition of the state equations of the two sub-problems yields the macroscopic double
porosity state equations of sandstone:
Z'+" = KI Ev1 + 2G4f Ed - (b" pi + bIp 2) 1
$1 - 0 = ($1 - 001)' + (01 - 001)" = bI{"Ev + P1 + P2
02 - 002 = (0 2 - 02)' + ($2 - 02)" = b"E + P1 + 
(8.68a)
(8.68b)
(8.68c)
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Figure 8-6:
III.
where:
1
1
1
1
N2'
1-fg
N 1 '
1,I2
NII
1
1- fg
NH
(8.67a)
(8.67b)
(8.67c)
(8.67d)
L
In summary, the poroelastic properties are now all related to microscopic properties (following
Eqs. (8.59), (8.61), and (8.67)):
Ki = KjIm + (k9 - KIj ) f9 (Av) g (8.69a)
GIIm G-IM + (gg - Gi/m) f KA d (8.69b)
bII= b{' (1 - fg (Av),g) (8.69c)
II- I (1 - f. (Av), 9 ) (8.69d)
1 1 - f_ (bI')2 fg (Av),g (8.69e)
NIf' I Nf2 kg - Ki (M
1 
_ 1 _ 1 - fg _ b{'b(If9 (Av) (8.69f)
NH' - Nj NH kgK- K
1 1 - fg (bII) 2 fg (Av),g
N2'I NH 2 kg - Kim (8.69g)
Figure 8-6 recalls the multi-scale model between Levels II and III and summarizes the input
and output parameters of this homogenization step.
Again, these properties are functions of the poroelastic properties at Level II, the packing
density of the sand grains, and the morphology of the microstructure. Working backwards,
the poroelastic properties at Level II are functions of the poroelastic properties at Level I, the
volume fraction of micropores, and the morphology at Level II. And with one further step
backwards, the poroelastic properties at Level I are given as functions of the elastic properties
at Level '0,' the packing density of the clay particles, and the morphology at Level I. Thus,
following this three-step microporomechanics procedure gives an estimation of macroscopic
poroelastic properties from the elastic properties of elementary properties, packing densities
and volume fractions, and the proper choice of localization factors based on morphology.
8.5.2 Self-Consistent Estimates
Recognizing that morphology informs the choice of localization factors, and returning once
more to the multi-scale model of sandstone (Sec. 2.2.2), it is clear that sandstones are granular
materials with percolated sand grains surrounded by porous clay. By the same arguments
given for the previous levels, the morphology at Level '3' fits the self-consistent description.
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The localization factors are more complex in this case, however, since each considered phase
has non-zero stiffness. From Eq. (8.28) they read:
1
1 + asc,III (K1
A d,sc
GIII
1
1 + sc,III (9-~ _ )
-fg
1+ asc'III - 1)
-fy
+ OscIII 1) +
(8.70a)
-1
fg
1 + ascIII -
(8.70b)
--1
fg
l+ cIII -1Ghorn /
where fg is the packing density of the sand grains, K"m and G"m are the homogenized bulkhorn horn
and shear moduli of the double-porosity clay from Level II, k9 and gg are bulk and shear moduli
of the sand grains, and aScIII and # ''III are given by:
sIII _ 3Kj o
3KIII + 4Ghom hom
SIII 6(K1j + 2G,',)
5(3KIII + 4GIIIhom hom
Figure 8-7 displays the Kj'J /k and GIm I/gg ratios versus f9 for KjIm/kg = G[ //gg = 0.1.
For high grain packing densities, the Level III properties align along the self-consistent limit
(linear, with a threshold of fg = 0.5). For low packing densities, on the other hand, the
homogenized properties approach the stiffness properties of the double-porosity clay phase.
8.6 Undrained Behavior
In many practical applications, the undrained behavior of porous materials is important. Undrained
behavior means that no pore fluid is allowed to escape the system during the period of mea-
surement. Dynamic and seismic stiffness measurements are typically undrained tests even if
the system is open because the stress waves move much faster than the pore fluid can move.
Undrained properties, specifically the undrained bulk modulus, may be calculated from the
derived poroelastic properties.
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Figure 8-7: K"'I /kg and GI4IJ /gg ratios versus the grain density, f9, for Khl7m/kg = GIm/gg
0.1.
Since the boundary condition of undrained behavior is given in terms of mass, it is neces-
sary to recast the poroelastic parameters and state equations in terms of mass content (with
dimensions [ML- 3 ]) as well. First, mass content is calculated by:
ma = pf (pe) 00, (a = 1,2) (8.72)
where pf' is the pressure-dependent fluid density and 0#o, are the porosities. Assuming a linear
fluid density pressure relation, the change in mass is:
T.- mnoa O Pa
ft - 0a + OaKPO f
(a = 1, 2) (8.73)
where Kfj is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid, which we assume to be the same in both
porosities'. Substituting the change in mass in state equations, (8.68b) and (8.68c) gives:
ma - moa =b"'WE + P3
a Biot,aa a
((a, 3) = 1, 2)
'In the case of a double porosity material filled by two different fluid phases (e.g. water and oil), two different
values of Kf I would need to be considered. This straightforward extension is not pursued further in this study.
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(8.74)
where M{ItaQ are the overall Biot moduli:
1 _ 1
MIta NIIIBiot,aae a
If both pore spaces are undrained (i.e., ma = moa), then Eq. (8.74) gives
Ev - b M , Ia + b"'"'
a a/3 /i
((a,f) =1, 2)
which, used in the stress equation, Eq. (8.68a), gives a linear relationship between stress and
pore pressure:
Pa = -BaEm ((aL3) = 1, 2)
where Ba is the partial Skempton coefficient and is given by:
- BoaBaa (Bao - B, ) B
B21B12 - B 2 2 B 1 1 '
bIa MI's!
K"' + b!b IIM"'hom a 0 a)3
((a, ,3) = 1, 2)
where Ma,3 = NaO for a # 3. As a result, the fully undrained bulk modulus is found from
Eqs. (8.68a) and (8.77) as:
KI )
m 1 - bI I 1 - bI!! BE3 = Kndrained Ev
such that Kundrained may be identified as:
Kii
undrained 1 - b!B31 - biII"2 (8.80)
where K',, is the drained bulk modulus.
Since pore liquids are generally considered to have no shear stiffness, the undrained shear
modulus is the same as the drained shear modulus. The undrained Young's modulus may then
be calculated by:
9KIII GI4IEu= ( ndrained hom
h Gom + 3Kdrained)
(8.81)
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Figure 8-8: The multiscale model shown in terms of the multi-step homogenization procedure.
8.7 Chapter Summary
Figure 8-8 summarizes the multi-step microporomechanics model now in place. Poroelastic
properties at each level of the multi-scale model were derived extending the approach proposed
used by Dormieux and co-workers [24] to the double-porosity material system. The results
of this microporomechanics analysis are homogenized poroelastic properties given as functions
of the stiffnesses of elementary particles, volume fractions, and localization factors based on
morphology. Appropriate schemes were chosen for the morphology at each level. A self
consistent scheme may be used throughout to capture the concepts of packing density and
percolation of particles. For comparison with dynamic measurements, undrained poroelastic
properties of the macroscopic sandstone were derived. The model is highly reductionist, as
only 8 parameters are involved. They are the elastic properties of the solid clay particles, k,
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and go, the elastic properties of the sand grains, kg and gg, the bulk modulus of the pore fluid,
Kf , the volume fraction of the sand grains, f9 , and the porosity of each pore space, 0, and
#0 2. The five elastic properties of the clay, the sand grains, and the pore fluid, are assumed to be
material invariant properties. Thus, for each sandstone, only the three parameters describing
the volume fractions are required.
A summary of the steps to be used is in order. Once the material invariant properties are
obtained, application of the proposed multi-step homogenization model is relatively straight-
forward:
1. With input parameters consisting of the material invariant properties of clay and the clay
packing density, Eqs. (8.31) and (8.32), with Eq. (8.29), are applied to predict poroelastic
properties at Level I.
2. These predicted poroelastic properties, along with the volume fractions of porous clay
and macropores are used in Eq. (8.53) with Eq. (8.54). These equations predict the
poroelastic properties at Level II.
3. The predicted properties of Level II are in turn used as input parameters, along with the
grain packing density, in Eq. (8.69) with Eq. (8.70) to predict poroelastic properties at
Level III.
4. Finally, these predicted properties, with the elastic properties of the pore fluid, are used
in Eqs. (8.78) and (8.79) to predict the undrained behavior of the material.
The model is now ready for validation and application to the tested sandstones and to
sandstone properties reported in the literature.
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Chapter 9
Calibration, Validation, and
Application of the Multi-scale
Microporoelasticity Model
In this chapter, the proposed multi-scale micromechanical model is applied to the three sand-
stones tested by indentation. A reverse analysis provides information about a material invariant
property of clay at Level '0.' With this and other input values, homogenization proceeds from
Level '0' to Level I, from Level I to Level II, and from Level II to Level III, the scale of the
bulk sandstone. Elastic and poroelastic properties are estimated at each level and compared
with the results from dynamic measurements.
9.1 Calibration: Inverse Analysis (Level I to Level '0')
Homogenization between Level '0' and Level I requires information about the material properties
at Level '0.' Since these properties are not directly available to mechanical testing, a reverse
analysis is first applied to stiffness measured at Level I. This reverse analysis gives a value at
Level '0' which can then be used in homogenization back to Level I. Although this appears
at first to be a redundant process for the elastic properties of the indented sandstones, it does
permit the estimation of poroelastic properties. It is also an essential step for application of
the model to other sandstones.
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One of the key results of the nanoindentation campaign on the three sandstones (see Section
4.3.1) was that the mean indentation modulus of the clay phase did not vary much from one
sandstone to the other. To provide evidence of this physical observation, an inverse analysis
is employed, using as input the experimental mean values of the indentation modulus M of
the clay phase (Tab. 4.5) and the clay porosity. The stiffness estimates (8.31) are strictly
valid only for upscaling purposes, as they are based on averaging of heterogeneous properties.
Nevertheless, with some caution, it is possible to employ them in a reverse analysis. We
attempt such a reverse analysis for the mean value of the nanoindentation modulus of the clay
phase for the three sandstones determined in Section 4.3.1. Assuming isotropy, the indentation
modulus, M, is related to the bulk and shear modulus by:
M =4G (9.1)
3K + 4G
Letting G = Gho'n and K = Kh r, given by Eq. (8.31) in Eq. (9.1) gives:
M _GIsc (3 p + 4) 12ps + 4 G'orn/gs - 9p ooj
- = hom h) (9.2)
mS 4g, (3p8 + 1) (3p + 4GI;/g)
where m, = Es/ (1 - (vs)2) is the plane stress modulus of the solid clay phase, p. =ks/gs
2 (1+ v,) /3 (1 - 2v,) is the bulk modulus to shear modulus ratio of the solid, and GI;" /g is
given by (from Eq. 8.31b):
G I'e' 20 o1Gd;;c - 8GI'scl + 15 oiKI's - 9KI'scIs -- s  Is(9.3)Ghom - hOiorn hm lYOhorn Khomr (9.3)
98 8GhsC + 9KI,8Corn horn
Figure 9-1 displays Eq. (9.2) for different Poisson's ratio in functions of the packing density,
showing clearly the percolation threshold at 1/2. Note as well that the M/m, - ratio is almost
insensitive to the solid's Poisson's ratio vs < 1/2.
For the indentation sandstones, the clay porosity was estimated from the porosimetry curves
(see Sec. 2.3). More precisely, using the microporosity at Level I, 00 1 , in Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3)
yields, for an assumed (mid-range) Poisson's ratio of v, = 0.25, the M/m, ratio for the three
sandstones. The solid modulus m, may then be estimated. The input parameters (9o1, M) and
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Figure 9-1: Results of a reverse analysis of the self consistent scheme given as predictions of
M/m, versus porosity for a range of Poisson's ratios. The percolation threshold at a porosity
of 0.5 is clearly shown, and an insensitivity to the Poisson's ratio is also evident.
[cpoj I M [GPa] IM/ms ms [GPa]
64 0.16 8.5 0.696 12.21
683 0.23 7.0 0.558 12.54
1104 0.24 7.0 0.551 12.98
Table 9.1: Input values and results of back calculation from Level '1' to Level '0'.
output parameters (M/ms, in8 ) of the reverse analysis are summarized in Table 9.1, and show
that the small difference in indentation stiffness values is, in large part, due to the difference in
clay packing density, 1 - poi. The microporosity at Level I, 00 1, is calculated from the overall
volume fractions from Eq. (8.7), recalled here:
P =l 001
1 - fg - 002
(9.4)
where the microporosity, #01, the macroporosity, 0 0 2 , and the sand grain fraction, fg, are all
defined with respect to the total macroscopic volume (i.e. at Level III, see Sec. 8.2). In Table
9.1, the microporosity is calculated from values taken from Table 2.7 with Table 2.4 and the
"Given" column of Table 2.3.
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Figure 9-2: M/m, ratio versus porosity for inverse analysis. The values from the indentation
samples, assuming m8 = 12.57, are shown.
The results given in Table 9.1 are also shown graphically in Figure 9-2. Remarkably, the
solid phase modulus, m, = E / (1 - V2) is almost constant for the three sandstone samples
despite original differences in indentation modulus, M, and microporosity, poo. A single value
of m, = 12.57 GPa for the indented sandstones is chosen from the mean of the three calculated
values. Cautiously, it is rational to infer from the inverse analysis that this single value is a
material invariant property of the clays. This is not to say that mineralogy plays no role in the
stiffness of a clay matrix, but since reported estimates of clay mineral stiffnesses do not vary
wildly from one mineral to another (see Tab. 4.7), mineralogy is a higher-order effect compared
to the influence of packing density. Moreover, it is logical to hypothesize that mineralogy
and packing density are related. Various clay minerals, by definition, have different atomic
compositions and structures, which lead to a diversity of particle shapes, sizes, and surface
forces. All of these factors greatly effect the packing density. Thus, while an assertion of a
material invariant property stands, it is most accurate to consider this property as a measure
of the combined effect of mineral stiffness, surface forces, and morphology at the Level '0' scale.
Refinement of the estimate could be made with additional data, but an assessment of the chosen
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Klom I GOm I Mom I b' I N'
64 9.90 2.63 8.45 0.61 56.22
683 6.45 2.14 6.58 0.74 48.87
1104 5.15 1.89 5.69 0.80 47.21
Table 9.2: Results of homogenization from Level '0' to Level I.
estimate can be made when the upscaling model, with the estimated material invariant property
as an input parameter, is applied to literature data.
Similar work with shale materials has also shown the existence of material invariant prop-
erties at this scale [21]. In particular, for the clays in shale materials, the C1 component of
the stiffness tensor was shown to be 31 GPa. Given that the inverse analysis presented here is
relatively insensitive to the Poisson's ratio, it is possible to set the C11 of the clays in sandstone
materials to the same value. From the estimated m, and C1, the Poisson's ratio, v8 , may be
calculated:
EC (1 - (9.5a)(1 - 2v,) (1 + v,)
Es
Ms = - (9.5b)
1 - (v,)2
ms - C1 + V/C, - C11m8  (9.5c)
ms
With these assumptions, the Poisson's ratio is found to be 0.43. Since the M/m, ratio is
shown to be almost insensitive to the Poisson's ratio, iteration in Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3) is not
necessary.
With the estimates of ms and v, given above, the bulk modulus of the clay particles is
calculated to be k, = 25.2 GPa and the shear modulus is found to be g, = 3.7 GPa. The
relatively low shear stiffness is an indication that the clay particles primarily transmit forces by
normal contact. These values are used as input parameters for the homogenization from Level
'0' to Level I. With the choice of the self-consistent scheme and the obtained volume fractions,
all the parameters of the homogenization model at this scale are in place.
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9.2 Verification: Level '0' to Level I
Homogenized poroelastic properties were calculated following the expressions given in Eqs.
(8.31) and (8.32). Table 9.2 summarizes the results of this homogenization for the tested sand-
stones. Since the data have been used for calibration, the homogenized indentation moduli
match the measured values well. In fact, the difference between the homogenized indentation
moduli in Table 9.2 and the experimental values of Table 4.5 ('Pure Clay' column) is much
smaller than the experimental standard deviation. The micromechanics model provides esti-
mates of the poroelastic properties of the porous clay, something indentation tests alone could
not provide. In particular, the Biot coefficient at this scale is found to be on the order of
b = 0.6 - 0.8 for the three sandstones.
9.3 Validation: Level I to Level II
Working from the results of the multi-scale model as well as the newly calculated porous clay
stiffness, an estimate of the double-porosity clay stiffness can be obtained by homogenization
from Level I to Level II. The input parameters used in this process are summarized and the
results from the self consistent scheme are presented. These results are compared with the
microindentation results. Since these data have not been used for calibration, this upscaling
is a first validation of the proposed model.
9.3.1 Input Parameters
From the previous section, it is apparent that the material invariant properties of the clays exist
at the smaller scale of Level '0' and the elastic properties can vary at the scale of Level I. Thus,
the input elastic properties of the porous clay matrix for each sample are taken from the results
of the homogenization from Level '0' to Level I (Tab. 9.2). From the results of the porosimetry
investigation, mineralogy data, and grain size distributions, an accurate representation of the
volume fractions has been obtained. The macroporosity at Level II, 0"6, is calculated from the
overall volume fractions by Eq. (8.5):
0:I = - f(9.6)1 -fg
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64 0.951 0.049
683 0.918 0.082
1104 0.959 0.041
Table 9.3: Volume fractions used as input for upscaling from Level I to Level II.
K' I G11 M1, bI b N1 N1Nhom hom hom 1  2 1 1  N 12  N 22
64 8.17 2.39 7.55 0.50 0.17 43.27 -129.75 21.86
683 4.86 1.81 5.43 0.56 0.25 26.13 -52.49 13.49
1104 4.54 1.75 5.22 0.71 0.11 29.40 -84.85 7.71
Table 9.4: Results of homogenization from Level I to Level II.
where the macroporosity, #0 2 , and the sand grain fraction, f9 are given with respect to the total
volume. Table 9.3 summarizes the representative volume fractions used in the homogenization
process, with values taken from Table 2.7 with Table 2.4 and the "Given" column of Table 2.3.
9.3.2 Homogenization
Table 9.4 summarizes the estimated poroelastic parameters at Level II. The negative Biot mod-
ulus linking the pore spaces, N", means that for an increase of pressure in the macroporosity,
the microporosity is reduced. The increased macropore pressure puts greater stress on the
porous clay matrix, which in turn causes a contraction of the microporosity. Similarly, for an
increase in pressure of the microporosity, the macroporosity is reduced.
9.3.3 Comparison with Microindentation
The Level II homogenization results compare well with the first peak of indentation modulus
shown in the microindentation frequency plots (see Sec. 6.1 and Fig. 6-3). These peaks
were estimated to occur near 7.5 GPa, 6.5 GPa, and 8 GPa for sandstones, 64, 683, and 1104
respectively (see Fig. 6-3). The MIm estimates at this scale are very similar, and given the
experimental standard deviation, we can suggest that the model captures the actual behavior
well.
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1 - fgI f
64 0.440 0.560
683 0.406 0.594
1104 0.442 0.558
Table 9.5: Volume fractions used as input for upscaling from Level II to Level III.
K1 A G1  M1  b b1 N2 N N
64 18.49 13.31 33.68 0.31 0.11 152.46 -215.22 50.08
683 16.58 13.76 33.36 0.34 0.15 87.07 -105.02 34.12
1104 14.71 11.63 28.62 0.47 0.077 104.34 -164.00 17.49
Table 9.6: Results of homogenization from Level II to Level III.
9.4 Validation: Level II to Level III
Working from the results of the multi-scale model as well as the newly calculated double-
porosity clay properties, an estimate of the overall poroelastic properties can be obtained by
homogenization from Level II to Level III. The input parameters used in this process are
summarized and the results from the multi-step self consistent scheme are presented.
9.4.1 Input Parameters
The quartz sand grains are the same in each sample; an indentation modulus of 96 and a
Poisson's ratio of 0.06, taken from literature [35] and verified by nanoindentation (see Section
4.1), are used. Again, the input elastic properties of the double-porosity clay matrix for each
sample are taken from the results of the previous homogenization steps. From the results of
the porosimetry investigation, mineralogy data, and grain size distributions, an accurate repre-
sentation of the volume fractions has been obtained. Table 9.5 summarizes the representative
values used in the homogenization process, with volume fractions taken from Table 2.5.
9.4.2 Homogenization
Table 9.6 summarizes the estimated poroelastic properties at Level III, the scale of the sand-
stone. The Biot coefficients are reduced at this scale, as more than half of the volume is occupied
by a solid material phase. The Biot Modulus linking pressure to the opposite porosity remains
negative.
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[ K II I EI" I Edynamic
64 21.73 33.16 32.61
683 20.70 33.79 33.36
1104 20.43 29.33 33.24
Table 9.7: Estimated undrained properties (in GPa) of the sandstone samples and a comparison
to the undrained properties from dynamic measurements.
9.4.3 Undrained Properties
Table 9.7 summarizes the results of the homogenization estimates for undrained properties.
The value of Kf is taken to be 2.12 GPa. The table also compares the estimated undrained
Young's modulus to the ones obtained by dynamic measurements (see Sec. 6.3) for a low
confining pressure (14.7 GPa). Samples 64 and 683 are very well predicted by the multi-
step double porosity model. For sample 1104, the prediction is not quite as good. As
remarked in the initial discussion of dynamic measurements, the best explanation is that the
sister samples used to obtain the various input parameters and dynamic stiffness of this sample
exhibit local variations. Thus, the parameters may not be completely consistent due to the high
heterogeneity of sandstones. In spite of the setback for this sample, the proposed multi-step
homogenization model seems to predict well the poroelastic properties of sandstones.
9.4.4 Summary of Homogenized Estimates
Table 9.8 summarizes the predicted poroelastic properties at each level for each of the indented
sandstones. Figure 9-3 graphically displays the evolution of the estimated properties as the
multi-step homogenization proceeds.
9.5 Chapter Summary
Calibration of the proposed model involved back analysis of the nanoindentation results for
the varying clay packing densities of the three sandstones. This procedure resulted in the
identification of material invariant stiffness properties for the clay phase. The model was then
validated by comparison of predicted values to experimental values at each level. The results of
homogenization of poroelastic properties with the proposed multi-scale homogenization model
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I_ [[64 683 1104
Level I KL 1 9.90 6.45 5.15
G_m 1 2.63 2.14 1.89
Mhom M 8.45 6.58 5.69
bi 0.61 0.74 0.80
N 56.22 48.87 47.21
Level II K 7Im 8.17 4.86 5.15
G m 2.39 1.81 1.89
M___ m 7.55 5.43 5.22
b_ _ 0.50 0.56 0.71
b2 0.17 0.25 0.11
N____ 43.27 26.13 29.40
N72 -129.75 -52.49 -84.85
N _ 1 21.86 13.49 7.71
Level III K", 18.49 16.58 14.71
G __m 13.31 13.76 11.63
MhAofm 33.68 33.36 28.62
bI_ _ 0.31 0.34 0.47
b____ 0.11 0.15 0.077
N7 ' 152.46 87.07 104.34
N7'27, -215.22 -105.02 -164.00
N2,2 50.78 34.12 17.49
Ku,' 21.73 20.70 20.43
EuI1 33.16 33.79 29.33
Table 9.8: A summary of the estimated poroelastic properties at each level for the three indented
sandstones. Biot coefficients, b's, are dimensionless, while the other properties are given in GPa.
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are encouraging. The model estimates well the properties of the three tested sandstones for
low confinement pressures, relevant in particular for seismic imaging.
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Chapter 10
Towards an Engineering Model
(Application)
The success of the multi-step double porosity homogenization model for the three tested sand-
stones is encouraging, but a more complete picture is obtained by applying the model to a wide
variety of sandstone materials. Reported data sets typically only consider a single porosity,
so an estimate of the partition of this porosity into micro- and macroporosity is introduced.
This partitioning motivates the identification of a critical porosity, and the multi-step model is
refined for 'clean' sandstones.
Reported undrained, saturated elastic properties from the open literature [341, [10], and [9]
are used. These studies all present the results of elasticity measurements in terms of P- and
S-wave velocities. The data is presented in Appendix A. These velocities are converted to
dynamic Young's modulus, Ed, and Poisson's ratio, vd, using Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2).
10.1 Micro-Macro Porosity Partitioning
The available data on sandstone properties typically reports an overall porosity as a defining
characteristic of sandstone samples. A few data sets add another model parameter, clay
content. No published data sets were found that estimated the percentage of micro-porosity
and the percentage of macro-porosity as well as clay content. Thus, in this instance only, the use
of an empirical estimate is required. The simplest estimate is obtained by assigning a certain
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percentage of the total porosity to each scale. The analyzed porosimetry data from Table 2.4
suggest that nanopores comprise, on average, 75% of total porosity, with the remainder going
to micropores. The estimated porosities may then be calculated by
Poi ~o (10.1a)I - fg - (1 - a)
002 02i ~ (10.1b)
where a ~_ 0.75, poo is the microporosity relative to Level I, W02 is the macroporosity relative
to Level II, and the total porosity, 0, and the volume fraction of grains, fg are defined at the
macroscale (i.e. Level III). It is easy to imagine more complicated scenarios that depend on the
ratio of clay content to porosity, or even on mineralogy. The proposed approach also assumes
that the reported porosity includes both micro- and macroporosity, which may not necessarily
be the case. Without a clear basis for these schemes, however, the simple scaling relation is
employed.
A partition of the total porosity of the form Eq. (10.1a) in conjunction with a self-consistent
scheme (Sec. 8.3.2) implies the existence of a critical porosity, #0, above which the porous clay
phase has no stiffness. Introducing the self-consistent threshold, sOc = 0.5, in Eq. (10.1a)
yields:
1 - fg
1c (10.2)1 + a
Figure 10-1 displays for the considered data sets (see Appendix A) the total porosity, #0, versus
the critical porosity, #c. As long as 00 < 0c, the multi-scale double porosity model will predict
a non-zero stiffness of the porous clay composite. For sandstones whose total porosity exceeds
the critical porosity, the clay packing density is very loose and the porous clay phase does
not contribute to the overall stiffness. The critical porosity, Eq. (10.2), is similar to the one
introduced by Nur, et al. [54] (see Sec. 7.1), but rather than being postulated a prior, it comes
naturally in the multi-scale model through the application of micromechanics.
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Figure 10-1: Porosity, 0 vs. Critical porosity, 0, for sandstones from the literature data. The
data falling below the line is modeled by the multi-scale double-porosity model. The data
falling above the line represent 'clean' sandstones where the clay phase plays no role and a
refined analysis for the poroelastic properties is required.
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10.2 Refined Analysis for 'Clean' Sandstones
For sandstones with a porosity greater than the critical porosity (i.e. #0 > 0,), the multi-scale
model naturally predicts that the drained stiffness properties at Level I and Level II are zero
(i.e., Khm = K"II - G' - GhIo = 0). As a result, the overall drained stiffness properties
of sandstones, estimated from Eqs. (8.69a) and (8.69b), reduce to:
K1 I= kgfg (A)(100 > 0c : hm(10.3)
horn = ggfg KA
where (A)Q, and (Ad)g, are the strain localization factors estimated by a self-consistent
scheme for a 'clean' (i.e. grains only) sandstone. Upscaling of the poroelastic properties, in
particular the Biot coefficients, requires more careful consideration. As the solid phase at Level
I has no stiffness, the Biot coefficient is:
K,b' =1_ hom =1
ks
As a result, at Level II, instead of the heterogeneous stress distribution given by Eqs. (8.34)
and (8.35), we have:
(Level II): a (z) = oP (z) -P21 in P (10.4)
-p 1 in QC
Application of the stress average relation, Eq. (8.12) yields:
(Level II): E = (o ())y = - ((1 - #$1) P1 + O#2P2) 1 (10.5)
This stress average is then employed in the Level III upscaling procedure developed in
Section 8.5.1 such that Eqs. (8.56) and (8.57) are replaced by
= (k(z) - g (W) e (,_) 1+ 2g (z) e (z) + aP (z_) (10.6)
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together with:
(0 (QDP) - P(1 - ) p11 - #P21 (QDP)(k (),g (z)) = kg)(9 ap (z = 4202 ( (10.7)
S(k9 ,g9) (Q9) 0 (Q9)
Application of Levin's theorem and the two sub-problem strategy to Eqs. (10.6) and (10.7)
readily yields the drained properties, Eq. (10.3). In addition, this analysis gives the Biot
coefficients in the form:
bi" = (1 - fg) (1 - q0) (Av)-DP (1 - fg - #o2) (AV)QDp (10.8a)
i0 = (1 - f0) 6 (AV)QDP $0 2 (Av),DP (10.8b)
where (Av)QDP is the volumetric strain concentration factor averaged over the 'non-solid' do-
main, QDP, in the system. Following further the model developed in Chapter 8, the solid Biot
moduli are obtained:
1 1 (1 - fg - 0 0 2 )2 ((Av),DP (10.9a)
Nff' (1 - fg) k9
1 02 (1 - f9 - 02) v1
N"' (1-) k ({(A)nnD -- 1) N"'I (1.9b)12 21
1 (002)2 (10.9c)
1 -- fg)k(( A)l)
The relations of Eqs. (10.3), (10.8), and (10.9) define the poroelastic properties of a double
porosity sandstone when #0 > 0, when the relationship of the total porosity and the sand
grain packing density imply a loose packing of the clay.
10.3 Predicted and Measured Properties
Figure 10-2, shows a crossplot of predicted versus measured undrained Young's modulus for
the tested sandstone samples and the literature data. The correlation coefficient, r, is 0.896
and the coefficient of determination, r 2, is 0.802. In general, the proposed model appears to
capture the behavior quite well.
The crossplot does show that the multi-step self-consistent scheme tends to overpredict the
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Figure 10-2: Crossplot of predicted versus measured undrained Young's modulus, EIII, using
the multi-step self-consistent scheme for various sandstones.
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stiffness for samples with higher stiffnesses. These samples are typically the lowest-porosity
samples and tend to have grain volume fractions greater than fFCC = 0.74, the theoretical limit
for packing of monosized spherical particles [431. In these cases, some assumptions used in the
development of the predictive micromechanical model may not be met. One possibility is that
in these low-porosity samples, more porosity is nanoporosity (i.e., there should also be some
minimum amount of nanoporosity in the clay composite) than in higher porosity samples. When
the model is modified to attempt to take this into account, however, the change in predicted
undrained stiffness is very minor for the low-porosity samples (in fact, this modification reduces
the predicted stiffness of the higher porosity samples more than the lower porosity samples.)
It is clear that the sand grains are truly the dominating phase in these low porosity cases.
Another possibility is that the sand grains are "well-graded," that is, a range of grain sizes
are present in the sandstones. This allows higher grain volume fractions as smaller grains can
fit in the interstitial spaces of larger grains. Such a condition, however, calls both the scale
separability condition (Eq. (8.8)) and the geometric factors of the self consistent schemes (see
Sec. 8.3.2) into question.
Despite this shortcoming, the proposed multi-step model has many advantages over the
existing models presented in Chapter 7. Unlike the empirical models, the proposed model is
truly predictive and is applicable to a wide range of materials. Compared to the two predictive
models, the Nur model and the Dvorkin model, the proposed model does a much better job of
predicting undrained stiffness as shown by r and r 2 values much closer to 1. In contrast to
all of the considered existing models, the proposed model accounts well for the poromechanical
nature of sandstones; the double-porosity behavior in particular.
10.4 Volume Fraction Relationships
With the concept of material invariant properties in mind, and the multi-scale packing and
porosity morphology a characteristic feature of sandstones, the predicted poroelastic properties
are functions of volume fractions. Thus, it is instructive to consider the effects the various
volume fractions have on the predicted properties. Figure 10-3 shows the undrained Young's
modulus as a function of grain density, clay packing density, clay content and overall porosity.
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Figure 10-3: The predicted undrained Young's modulus, Ehom, U, versus volume fractions for
the indented sandstones and literature values.
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Figure 10-4: The predicted undrained bulk modulus, Khom, u, versus volume fractions for the
indented sandstones and literature values.
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Figure 10-5: The predicted shear modulus, Ghom, versus volume fractions for the indented
sandstones and literature values.
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It is clear that the grain density is a dominating factor in determining undrained stiffness, with
a number of sandstones showing a nearly linear relationship with a percolation threshold of
0.5. These sandstones are typically the 'clean' sandstones with porosities greater than the
critical porosity. The other results match very well the ones expected from application of the
self-consistent scheme of Section 8.5.2 (see Fig. 8-7). The predicted Young's modulus is shown
to depend inversely on the overall porosity, but the wide scatter indicates that porosity along is
insufficient to describe the poroelastic behavior. Similar patterns are shown for the predicted
undrained bulk modulus and shear modulus, shown in Figures 10-4 and 10-5.
Figure 10-6 shows a similar set of graphs with the variation of the Biot coefficient corre-
sponding to the microporosity, bf H, as a function of volume fractions. As might be expected,
the value of this Biot coefficient is most significantly dependent on the porosity, although there
is also a strong dependence on the grain density (with those points falling on a line belonging
to the set of data with porosity greater than the critical porosity). Figure 10-7 shows the set
of graphs displaying the variation of the Biot coefficient corresponding to the macroporosity,
bII, as a function of volume fractions. The variation of the two Biot coefficients highlights
the effect of modeling the double-porosity system - the two coefficients have different values
and different dependencies The values of b2 versus porosity, 0, are in distinct groups, with the
lower values coming from the 'clean' sandstones.
Figure 10-8 shows the set of graphs displaying the first Biot modulus, N 11 , as a function of
volume fractions. Recall that this Biot modulus relates the pressure in the microporosity to the
change of microporosity (see Eq. (8.68b)). As a result, this Biot modulus is highly dependent
on the clay packing density, with related dependence on clay content and porosity. The set
of higher values of N1 1 correspond to the 'clean' sandstones. Figure 10-9 shows a similar set
of graphs for the linking Biot modulus, N12 . This Biot modulus relates the pressure in the
microporosity to the change of macroporosity. It is equal to its conjugate, N2 1 , which relates
the pressure in the macroporosity to the change of microporosity (see Eqs. (8.68b), (8.68b),
and (8.69f).) This modulus appears to have something like a squared relationship with the
clay packing density as opposed to the mostly linear relationships seen previously. The small
positive values correspond to the 'clean' sandstones. Finally, Figure 10-10 shows the remaining
Biot modulus considered by the multi-step, double-porosity model, N 22 , and Figure 10-11 shows
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1
the N 2 2 data for the 'clean' and double porosity sandstones. This Biot modulus relates the
pressure in the macroporosity to the change of macroporosity (see Eq. (8.68c)) and for the
'clean' sandstones gives large results. Like the first Biot modulus, N 11 , this Biot modulus is
strongly related to the clay packing density, but it also shows a strong dependence on the grain
density, clay content, and porosity. The prediction of this parameter thus considers each phase
of the material.
10.5 Chapter Summary
The multi-scale double porosity micromechanical model was applied to data sets found in the
open literature. Since these data sets do not report the porosity in two scales (i.e. a micro-
porosity and a macroporosity), a simple method to partition the total porosity was devised.
In addition, the model was refined to consider cases with a porosity greater than a microme-
chanically derived critical porosity where the partitioning results in very loosely packed clay
particles. With these refinements, the proposed model is very successful. The fact that the
model involves just a few parameters, based only on volume fractions, makes it even more
appealing for industrial application.
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Part III
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Chapter 11
Conclusions
We asked at the outset if it was possible to break down our understanding of sandstones
materials to a scale where constituent material properties do not change from one sample to
another and if we could then reconstruct ('nano-engineer') the behavior from the nanoscale to
the macroscale. The experimental data, analysis, and interpretation, along with the theoretical
modeling and prediction developed in this thesis provide an emphatic affirmative answer to these
questions.
11.1 Summary
Several key accomplishments were revealed in the course of this study:
1. A multi-scale think model for sandstone was developed from ESEM images as well as
from the results of mineralogy, grain size, and porosimetry experiments.
2. A nanoindentation campaign was performed characterizing sandstones at multiple scales
in terms of indentation modulus (leading to elastic properties) and hardness (leading to
strength properties). An innovative technique was used to separate the various indenta-
tion responses that can occur on a heterogeneous composite material. From this analysis,
properties of individual material phases, as well as measures of how the phases interact,
were reported.
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3. A new technique for estimating volume fractions of composite materials using nanoinden-
tation was developed and verified.
4. Material invariant phase properties were obtained for both the sand grains and the clay
minerals. Clay properties were found to be highly dependent on microstructure rather
than on mineralogy.
5. Existing models to estimate elastic and poro-elastic properties of sandstones were con-
sidered. Their features and shortcomings motivated a new predictive model, and a
multi-scale model employing the self consistent scheme and a double-porosity model was
suggested.
6. This proposed model was applied to the properties of the indented sandstones and to
properties of sandstones reported in the open literature. A simple porosity partition
method was used to obtain necessary input parameters, and a critical porosity derived
from micromechanical considerations was introduced. A refined model predicts behavior
of sandstones above and below a critical porosity. The proposed model was found to
compare favorably to other micromechanical and empirical models from literature and has
many advantages. It accurately considers the poroelasticity of sandstones, it incorporates
a great deal of flexibility, and it depends only on a few material phase volume fractions.
11.2 Limitations and Perspectives
Although much was accomplished, the research presented in this thesis has some limitations
and suggests a number of interesting projects to be tackled in the future.
1. It is recognized that only three sandstone samples were tested and a far greater range
of composite phases and macroscopic properties exists in nature. In particular, other
sandstone materials with low porosities should be investigated further to obtain a better
understanding of the packing densities of both grains and clays. Using the multi-scale
think model and the nanoindentation analysis procedure as a framework for further work
will allow for more precise identification of material invariant properties and improvements
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to the proposed homogenization model. In fact, this framework should also be useful for
investigation of similar cemented granular composites (i.e. mortars and concretes).
2. The proposed method of reconstruction from the results of nanoindentation is an exciting
finding, but again the results are limited by a relatively small sample size. Further
verification of this reconstruction process, perhaps with a model material, will be useful.
With greater confidence in the reconstruction procedure, extension of the results for other
material properties, such as permeability, may be possible.
3. Stiffness of sandstones were predicted under the assumption of low confinement pressure
and small stress variations, which are typically relevant for seismic exploration of oil
well drilling. The model may be made even more flexible by including modifications to
account for the differences in behavior under varying confinement pressures and non-linear
elasticity at higher stresses. The poromechanics approach is essential for characterizing
this behavior and more sophisticated averaging processes can be employed to model it.
The multi-scale linear poroelastic model developed here is a first, but decisive, step for
future extensions into the non-linear regime.
4. Nano- and micro- indentation hardness for two different indenter shapes were measured
for one of the sandstone materials. This is a first step towards estimating the strength of
sandstones as it allows for the possible estimation of material invariant strength properties.
Many more indentation tests are required, however, since the variations between results
with each indenter tip are very small. Moreover, the proposed micromechanical model
must be revised for predicting strength. Morphology and material phase interactions must
be carefully considered in the context of material strength. The payoff of such work is
high, however, as micromechanical modeling of strength is an important undertaking that
can complete an understanding and prediction of the mechanical behavior of cemented
granular materials.
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11.3 Engineering Outlook
The diversity of sandstones and sandstone properties that exist in nature pose a significant
problem for engineers who deal with these materials, whether in oil well exploration and ex-
ploitation or art and architectural conservation. The solution proposed in this thesis involves
taking a highly reductionist approach to the problem. Properties of the sandstone material
are first reduced to material invariant properties of the material phases present in sandstone.
These are universal constants which do not vary from one sample to the other. From these
material invariants, it is then possible to 'nanoengineer' the properties of a specific sandstone
sample based only on a few easily measured properties - the volume fractions of the material
phases. This thesis has shown the success of this approach for predicting the poroelastic prop-
erties of sandstones. Extension to nonlinear elastic properties and strength properties are on
the horizon.
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Tables of Literature Data
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A
Porosity ClayContent GrainDensity Density Vs V Ed Vd
[%] [%] [%] [Kg/m^3] J [m/s] [m/s] [GPa] _
2.7 10.3 87 2631 3241 4938 61.99385 0.121604
2.8 11.7 85.5 2626 3161 4811 58.78479 0.120189
7.4 20.5 72.1 2634 2571 3935 39.26387 0.127569
14.1 14.8 71.1 2645 2870 4481 50.20636 0.15223
19.1 11.2 69.7 2593 2768 4051 42.20252 0.06212
20.8 13.5 65.7 2644 2631 4136 42.46682 0.160156
22.6 19.5 57.9 2619 2446 3894 36.79594 0.174144
Table A.1: Reported sandstone data from Best, et al. (1994) [10]
Porosity Clay Content Grain Density Density 1V V, Ed Vd
[%] [%] [%] [Kg/m^3] [m/s] [m/s] [GPa]
17.2 20.7 62.1 2092 2450 4063 30.49688 0.214315
17.2 17.2 65.6 2092 2428 4054 30.10012 0.220335
10.1 10.4 79.5 2350 3163 4955 54.36342 0.15614
10.1 10.8 79.1 2320 3168 4950 53.69842 0.153117
8.3 14.6 77.1 2199 2847 4502 41.59323 0.166789
8.3 15.1 76.6 2198 2834 4501 41.36453 0.171577
12 10.8 77.2 2293 3019 4665 47.63719 0.139688
12 14.5 73.5 2293 2798 4662 43.74762 0.218499
12.9 12.3 74.8 2339 2625 4269 38.55268 0.196013
Table A.2: Reported sandstone data from Best, et al. (1995) [9]
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Porosity Clay Content Grain Density Density Vs V J Ed Vd
1%] [% _[%] (Kg/m^3] [m/s] [m/s] [GPa] I
10 23.55 66.45 2250 2220 3680 26.92231 0.213931
16 25.97 58.03 2240 1990 3360 21.81911 0.229852
10 24.03 65.97 2240 2170 3690 26.06751 0.235669
28 15.89 56.11 2380 2070 3820 26.35478 0.292146
6 10.56 83.44 2450 3000 4730 51.31029 0.163499
4 22.97 73.03 2230 2350 3920 30.03662 0.219496
3 15.46 81.54 2380 2810 4600 45.19071 0.202346
5 10.58 84.42 2470 2890 4730 49.60009 0.202153
6 25.36 68.64 2180 2080 3740 24.0711 0.276094
7 4.12 88.88 2530 3170 5200 61.23502 0.204289
27 12.56 60.44 2410 2240 4060 30.98552 0.281197
6 18.07 75.93 2360 2570 4300 38.10022 0.222135
16 25.57 58.43 2250 2050 3540 23.59598 0.247722
6 5.69 88.31 2500 3120 4940 56.85876 0.168203
14 13.09 72.91 2470 2410 4230 36.14316 0.259694
6 17.61 76.39 2350 2620 4320 39.00836 0.209086
4 20.72 75.28 2280 2400 4030 32.18099 0.225214
5 18.8 76.2 2340 2500 4180 35.73002 0.221539
8 9.12 82.88 2570 2940 4690 52.26212 0.17633
8 9.2 82.8 2570 3050 4880 56.397 0.179487
3 23.69 73.31 2270 2370 3890 30.72445 0.204846
6 19.03 74.97 2340 2510 4150 35.7233 0.211597
3 21.65 75.35 2300 2390 3950 31.82587 0.21123
Table A.3: Reported sandstone data from Han, et al. (1986) [34]
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Porosity Clay Content Grain Density Density v] V Ed Vd
[%) [%] _ ] [Kg/m^3] [m/s] [m/s] [GPa]
6 22.13 71.87 2280 2400 4030 32.18099 0.225214
9 18.87 72.13 2310 2540 4080 35.27836 0.183584
13 8.35 78.65 2510 2800 4620 47.61087 0.209724
13 6.12 80.88 2570 2800 4770 49.85379 0.23714
12 6.9 81.1 2550 3230 4780 57.4561 0.079844
13 6.24 80.76 2540 2670 4790 46.16008 0.274619
12 3.313 84.687 2560 3130 5000 59.07856 0.177799
15 2.64 82.36 2610 3260 5230 65.58879 0.18229
7 3.12 89.88 2570 3090 5230 60.45664 0.231867
18 3.9 78.1 2540 3130 5130 59.89528 0.203484
15 2.25 82.75 2620 3100 5110 60.87207 0.208825
15 6.12 78.88 2610 2730 4680 48.32303 0.242105
38 6.34 55.66 2550 2620 4370 42.68998 0.21942
40 7.19 52.81 2560 2490 4240 39.26104 0.236782
37 11.18 51.82 2490 2340 4080 34.21962 0.254915
40 8.85 51.15 2530 2520 4240 39.42453 0.226916
35 9.27 55.73 2550 2430 4170 37.43015 0.242908
45 6.77 48.23 2570 2570 4320 41.62538 0.226108
13 14.02 72.98 2410 2640 4470 41.39291 0.232171
14 16.32 69.68 2420 2550 4320 38.79331 0.232625
10 15.6 74.4 2380 2510 4240 36.89321 0.230246
11 17.35 71.65 2380 2430 4220 35.18947 0.251968
16 18.96 65.04 2380 2420 4190 34.83778 0.24972
Table A.4: Reported sandstone data from Han, et al. (1986) [34], continued.
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Porosity Clay Content Grain Density Density Vs V, Ed Vd
[%] [%] [%] [Kg/m^3] [m/s] [m/s] [GPa]
44 12.78 43.22 2400 1970 3710 24.28503 0.303662
46 13.1 40.9 2380 1990 3640 24.25723 0.286851
51 11.46 37.54 2350 2010 3680 24.44603 0.287415
11 29.93 59.07 2090 175 3200 0.191827 0.4985
12 29.45 58.55 2120 1770 3170 16.91658 0.273503
27 15 58 2350 2130 3990 27.7358 0.300719
27 14.54 58.46 2350 160 4000 0.180384 0.499199
22 24.35 53.65 2200 1890 3360 19.93844 0.268571
12 25.31 62.69 2190 1940 3550 21.21729 0.2871
37 14.3 48.7 2410 2110 3760 27.25666 0.270167
44 10.89 45.11 2480 2150 3840 29.1567 0.271686
41 9.37 49.63 2470 2190 3970 30.3574 0.281296
27 14.34 58.66 2370 2190 3980 29.16414 0.28287
8 26.25 65.75 2170 2200 3670 25.61732 0.219547
6 26.79 67.21 2250 2090 3610 24.52961 0.247917
11 27.85 61.15 2120 2070 3580 22.68958 0.248878
7 28.55 64.45 2170 1990 3500 21.67516 0.261149
7 27.42 65.58 2140 2090 3580 23.21006 0.241481
11 20.21 68.79 2290 2230 3880 28.5465 0.253365
21 10.89 68.11 2470 2480 4250 37.73087 0.241842
6 15.08 78.92 2390 2730 4610 43.81686 0.229952
23 10.21 66.79 2470 2610 4420 41.46973 0.232319
24 5.86 70.14 2640 2770 4600 49.24534 0.215547
18 14.42 67.58 2380 2370 4070 33.24606 0.243474
Table A.5: Reported sandstone data from Han, et al. (1986) [34], continued.
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